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SUMMARY

1975/76 was the year of anticipation. The first major event of the
year was the installation of computer terminals tying us to the
2 million plus bibliographic records at the Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC) in Columbus. This hookup, as part of the ANIGOS Biblio-
graphic Network based in Texas, was scheduled for September but training,
programming and computer problems kept us in a state of suspense for
more than four months, and by the time our first "up" day arrived in
November we had anticipated ourselves into a processing backlog that
will take many months from which to recover. In the long run the wait
will be, and has been, worthwhile. By January we were using the computer
to process as many books per month as we had been able to do with our
former manual system. By April we processed double the number of books
we could have produced with our manual system; and we expect that, in
general, we can maintain this higher level of processing. But, as with

any "assembly line type" of process, increased production in one area
is not necessarily an unmixed blessing. Cataloging twice as many books
means having twice as many cards to file into our catalogs; it means
twice as many books to label, stamp, mark with call numbers, produce
circulation cards for, send to the bindery, and on and on. By computer-
izing the most time-consuming of our teèhnical processes, we have created
special burdens on the others. More on that in Major Limitations.

Also among our anticipation this year has been our concern for the acqui-
sitions budget, a. misplaced concern as it turns out, but one that had
delays built into it--added planning sessions to determine how we would
1cut back and much continued discussion over the most efficient, but
effective, way to handle book and journal selections so as to get the
most from a reduced budget. For the fact that the acquisitions budget
was not ultimately reduced and, in fact, was supplemented three times by
large sums of money, we give thanks to the University Administration.
With each new infusion of dollars our frowns turned into smiles then to
grins. A reading of the attached Acquisitions Department report will
show just how successful this year has been. As noted above, however,
this is not an unmixed blessing. 52,000 monographs purchased, as com-
pared to some 42,000 in 1974/75, means nearly 50 extra books to be
handled every working day of the year. And this to be accomplished with
a staff not significantly larger than it was four years ago! We are

approaching, and in fact may have already passed, that point when the
word "backlog" is something more than a threat. A book unavailable in
someone's backlog might as well be not owned for all the good it does
our users!

We also anticipated for a full year the prospect of moving into our new
building, and the second major event of the year was approval of full
funding for new library equipment. Now that the furnishings are beginning
to arrive and we are well into specific plans for the move, we can look
forward with pleasure rather than the gloom of last year. No doubt we

still have many problems to face. We will solve them. Our "move
calendar," now firmly set, calls for us to close the old building about
mid-December and open the new one for business a few days before the
first day of classes in January.



MMOR STRENGTHS

In the course of centuries it is obvious that any library's major
strength is its collections, but day-by-day, year-by-year a library
is no stronger than the people who work in it making those collections
available. This year the staff extended itself beyond all expectations.
We have a staff weakness which I will discuss in Major Limitations, but
it is a measure of staff strength that we once again answered more
reference questions, circulated and reshelved more books, and handled
and processed more materials at a level of increase that is several
times greater than the increase in numbers of people to do the work.
Referral to the individual departmental annual reports attached to this
one will provide the details. Suffice it to say that the number of
reference inquiries received this year rose, system-wide, by more than
15 percent. Some examples: Central Reference, up more than 24 percent;
Social Science Reference, up more than 17 percent; Science Reference,
up more than 20 percent; and an incredible increase in the use of micro-
forms of approximately lOO percent. These are one-year comparisons,
and changes in library organization and in the way things are counted
make direct comparisons for longer periods of time impossible; however,
a review of the Libraryt s 1970/71 annual report will show that the
increase for the five intervening years has been at least 50 percent
overall, and has been several times that amount in some areas such as
microforms. In the same period the staff has grown by no more than
10 - 15 percent, having gained a total of 16.5 FTE during the four years
since I have been University Librarian. All this extra work was accom-
plished by willing hands, heads, and hearts--seeing a job to be done and
doing it. To the Library staff, Mr. President, the University of Arizona
owes a debt of gratitude.

Included in the extra work accomplished by the Library staff has been the
ever-increasing amount of processing to perform between the time a book
is first requested by a user and the time it is shelved and its catalog
cards are filed. That work has been accomplished, not put off, with the
result that (until our problems with the computer last fall) this Library
has never had a backlog of unprocessed materials greater than the few
thousand items needed to maintain a steady flow of work. No backlog means
more items on the shelves ready for use; more items on the shelves means
our other strength, our collections, are steadily rising toward national
prominence. The infusion of acquisitions money to which I alluded above
has once again kept us above the rate of inflation. That rate of inflation
is now said to be decreasing, but for library materials it is still pro-
jected by the publishing industry to be more than 10 percent per year for
the next several years, making a doubling of prices likely in less than
seven years. When the final figures are in, the total available for
acquisitions this year will exceed $1.8 million. An increase next year
similar to this year's will bring us to the $2 million goal we set four
years ago. That is a remarkable achievement considering that the total
expended in 1970/71 was just $820,000 and in 1971/72 just $797,000!
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The impact of acquisitions money is obviously the major element in our
increased collection strength. Five years ago this Library added less

than 80,000 items. This year, despite the five year inflation rate of
50 - 60 percent, we have acquired more than 120,000 items; and next year
(with our computer problems solved) we hope to add at least that many
items to the quantity of available material already on our shelves, in
our map cases, in our microform cabinets, etc. I become so enthusiastic
when I think about the growth of our collections that I make rash state-
ments about our strengths. I have said publicly that we have the best
collection of Arizoniana in the world; I will stick by that statement.
It is a rare day when we find listed in a dealer's catalog an out-of-
print Arizona item we don't already have. I have said publicly that we
have one of the ten best map collections west of the Mississippi River,
and I would say something rash about the rest of the nation too if I
knew more about eastern libraries. The steady flow of compliments I
receive about our map holdings (always accompanied by kudos for the staff)
assure me I am not wrong in this regard. Another collection which
deserves recognition for its strength is microforms. Spiraling increase
in thuse of the area, mentioned above, mirrors its strength. Far from

the best in the nation, its size ranks it about 37th; but at 827,000
items it is more than 150,000 larger than Purdue, more than 225,000
larger than Michigan State, and more than 600,000 larger than Duke!
Less obvious strengths are ones which cannot be adequately measured,
even in numbers of volumes. Our holdings in archeology and anthropology
fall in this category as do strong collections in subject fields tradi-
tionally emphasized at the University of Arizona; we need not be ashamed
of our collections in geology and the earth sciences, agriculture, astronomy,
and Latin.Anìerica. As will be shown by the soon-to-be-issued guide to
Chicano materials, our collection of Spanish language materials and mate-
rials in other languages dealing with Spanish-speaking people and countries
is far more than adequate--it is good, and in some respects even excellent.

A constant concern with numbers when discussing strengths and weaknesses
is often denigrated as inappropriate; bigger is not always better. Unfor-

tunately, without numbers, comparisons of the strength of library holdings
become meaningless. I note that the bigger a library is the larger share
it has of the total available amount of material; and, unless the collection
process which built up the collection was intentionally slanted to develop
poor quality, it is fair to assume that with two libraries of differing
sizes but with similar goals, that library which is largest is in fact
the better of the two. The University of Arizona Library is not just a
random collection of books and other library materials. Through the years
its basic collections have been built by interested faculty, staff, and
librarians: thousands of people, each one choosing the best books, by his
or her standards, for his or her teaching and research. Our weakness in
this regard is that in former years there was too little money to buy all
needed items; choices were made, usually the correct ones, but they left
gaps in our holdings, lacunae as the bibliographers say, which now must be

filled with very expensive out-of-print purchases when they become avail-
able. Contrariwise, our current strength in this regard is that we feel
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we can now fill any-and-all faculty, staff, and student requests for
needed material unless such purchases are in the thousands of dollars
range. Even then most demands can be met, and this year we have purchased
many very expensive items and collections to fill lacunae or at the
request of specific individuals. In virtually no case have we been
forced to say no purely for financial reasons!



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

While the staff is our greatest strength, lack of numbers of staff is

also our greatest limitation. In 1975, the last complete year for
which statistics are available, we were riding igh as 31st in the nation
in expenditures for library materials while standing only 51st in number
of professional librarians, 57th in career staff (even falling below
Arizona State University which was 56th), and 58th in total FTE staff.
In this regard we were dramatically below such institutions as the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, SUNY-Buffalo, University of Tennessee, and
Michigan State University in numbers of people to provide service and
process materials, yet we were spending more money than all of those
institutions and twenty others who had lower expenditures. Only two

institutions, Southern Illinois University and Florida State University,
with national rankings in the range from the low 30's to the mid 50's,
were worse off than Arizona when comparing expenditures to staff. Lack

of staff to process materials is only one-half the story. Our service
desks are staggering under the ever-increasing load and yet most of them
have had no staff increases what9oever in three to five years.

The new building looms large in the future. Universal experience with
new academic library buildings has been that a new building generates
huge increases in use. At my former school, the University of Utah, a
new main library building doubled the circulation rate in its first three

years. And while circulation was doubling, in-building use went up more
than 125 percent. If our increase is only half that amount we will have
more than 300,000 additional books to reshelve in the new building, and

50,000 more reference questions to answer, AND MOST OF THE INCREASE WILL
OCCUR IN THE FIRST. YEAR OF OPERATION. Add to that, the new building was
planned in more halcyon days with the prospect of new staff members being
added each year. It has two new and vitally needed departments which do
not exist presently. These areas, a current periodicals room and a media
center, must be staffed. Our total minimum need is for fifteen (count'em
15) new full-time staff members and an increase in our wages budget
(mostly for student shelvers) of 20 percent. Given that increase we could
also manage to staff the Reserve Book Room on a 24-hour basis, thus
relieving much of the pressure we currently feel from students who want
extended hours.

Have I made my point? In brief, during the past five years, the University
of Arizona has increased its student body by about 20 percent with a similar
increase in library use (accentuated by the fact that for the past two years
there has been an increase in library use much greater than the increase in
numbers of students) and the Library has actually increased its expenditure
for materials by more than 100 percent (its buying power by about 50 percent),
yet the increase in Library staff has been less than 15 percent. This trend

simply cannot continue without straining the staff past its breaking point.
I repeat, the Library must have more staff, both for processing more mate-
rials and simply to continue a reasonable level of service.



FUTURE PLANS

As indicated previously, one possible future for the Library is new and

growing backlogs of unprocessed material. Addition of new staff could

put off that grim day when we must admit, as so many large libraries

have, that we have a permanent collection of unprocessed and unavailable

materials. I hope some way to provide new staff will be found.

Our brighter future is the new building. By mid-January, for the first

time since the opening of the Science Library twenty years ago, the

Library system will have enough seating capacity and enough collection-

expansion space to meet or exceed national standards in these two cate-

gories. A dedication committee has begun its work, aiming for a dedi-

cation ceremony after the building is opened; really a dedication

celebration with the traditional speech-making followed by entertainment,

food, and general festivities.

During the coming year we will re-establish computer bibliographic data

base search services on a self-sustaining basis. The success of this

service during the experiment concluded last year is well established

by the fact that more than half the users of the tcfreett service indicated

willingness to pay the cost of future searches.

Our Orientation program will also shift into a higher gear this coming

fall. The use of a self-guided workbook will be tested on 300 - 400

Freshman English students, and if it is a success (as we confidently expect

it will be) the program will be expanded to all 2500 - 3000 Freshman English

students next spring. Our goal is to make sophisticated library users

of all students at the University, and eventually to offer in-depth

training for bibliographic research in all subject areas for students,

faculty members, and staff who want such training (and we will encourage

them all to want it).

And finally, but not least important, we will continue to work with the

University of Arizona Foundation toward making Tucson and the State of

Arizona aware of Library needs which can be met through donations of both

money and library materials. The notable success of Mr. Sherrill and the
Foundation in generating contributions this past spring has set a high

standard for us to live up to,but we will try to surpass it. The new

building, with its visibleSpecial Collections Department, will help in

the effort. And plans are presently being formulated to create a viable
Friends of the Library organization as à focus for future Library gifts.

A small effort here may produce amazing results. This past year we

received more than 8000 gift volumes, about 25 percent of which came as
a direct result of Foundation efforts (which did not begin until late

spring). In addition we received three major gift collections: a

personal collection of William Butler Yeats material valued at more than

$20,000 from Mr. Frank Leslie of Green Valley, the personal library of

Judaica and Hebraica of the. late Dr. Marcus Breger (University of Arizona
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faculty member) donated by his many friends and admirers in Tucson and
across the nation, and the personal research collection of materials
on Holy Land archeology of the late, world famous Harvard scholar
Dr. G. Ernest Wright donated by Dr, and Mrs. Nathan Kolins of Tucson.

Mr. President, it is going to be a good year.



APPENDIX

Bound Volumes

Serial Volumes

Withdrawals

Government Document s

Depository

Non- Depo sitory

*Does not include Music

Book Resource Statistics

1974/75 Added 1975/76

964,427 38,419

29,084

67, 503

-2,706

64,797

625,644

35,024

9,208

44,232

8

Total

1,029,224

669,876

Non-Bound Holdings 572,661

Microfilm Reels 2,612

Microfiche 1,853

Maps 4,884

9,349

Withdrawals (Map Collection) -1,098

8,251 580,912

Audio Records* 2,513 7 2,520

a

TOTAL CATALOGED HOLDINGS 2,165,245 117,287 2,282,532

¡JNCATALOGED MICROFORMS 387,616 96,039 483,655

TOTAL HOLDINGS 2,552,861 213,326 2,766,187
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SUMMARY

The Center's first year was an eventful one both in terms of
activity and service. Since December 1, 1975, the use of the
Center has gradually increased from 8 books borrowed in Decem-
ber to a peak of 151 in April. Since our print-viewing program
began in December, we have had an average of 45 requests per
month, with people viewing an average of 100 portfolio cases

per month. Total visitors to the Center, including those who

came to view the exhibitions, to borrow books, to seek advice

from the staff, and to do research, averaged 550 per month.

In cooperation with the Center, The Ansel Adams Workshop was
held in Tucson in November. This was a very successful event,
both for the participants and the Tucson community, as the
Center sponsored a public lecture series (total attendance over
2,000) in conjunction with the Workshop.

The Center sponsored a lecture program open to the public
during the spring semester which was very well attended and,
on several occasions, had audiences which overflowed the capa-
city of the auditorium. Many of the guest lecturers visiting
the Center during the past semester were interviewed by the
Center's director on videotape for the Center's videotape

library. The Center also presented a series of noon-time
talks, open to the public, dealing with various aspects of the
medium of photography. Members of the Center's staff and guest
speakers alternated in giving these talks. The attendance at
these events averaged about 35-40 people at each talk.

In March, we published the first issue of the Center's publi-
cation, and there has been such a demaixifor copies that our

supply is now exhausted. The praise this issue received was
quite gratifying. Our subscription list grows weekly and pre-

sently stands at close to 200. Our second and third issues
are currently in preparation. Each issue of the publication
will focus on one particular áspectof the collection and the
material presented will be taken directly from our archives.

The most significant gift to the Center was Ansel Adams' col-
lection of work by other artists valued at over $100,000. Our

most important purchase was the Paul Strand Archive. It was

also possible for the Center to obtain a considerable body of
work from the artists Minor White, Jerry Uelsmann, and Imogen

Cunningham. Other notable gifts were the Sonya Noskowiak
collection of prints by Miss Noskowiak and Edward Weston, and
the Ernest Bloch collection of prints and negatives. Bloch,

well known as one of this country's most important composers
and musicians, was a contemporary and friend of Alfred StieglitZ.
Another important gift was Dorothy Norman's presentation to the

Center of duplicate copies of her Alfred Stieglitz material.
Numerous other photographs, portfolios, cameras, books, periodi-
cals, and miscellaneous material were received by the. Center.
Each gift makes the Center an even more remarkable archive and

study center.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The most obvious strength of the Center for Creative
Photography is the uniqueness of its great resource- -
the collection. Started a year ago with the acquisition
of the archives of Ansel Adams, Wynn Bullock, Harry Callahan,
Aaron Siskind, Frederick Sommer, and the Edward Weston-
Johan Hagenieyer collection, the Center's collection has
grown this year through notable acquisitions and gifts.
(Noted in Summary.)

One of the most outstanding and positive factors about the
Center for Creative Photography is the fact that is it
situated within a major university. Photography is a
medium which has influenced many perceptions in many dis-
ciplines during the last 140 years. The integral university
sensibility of scholarship and investigation creates a
unique atmosphere suitable for comprehensive study of the
vast fertile resources of the Center.

One other aspect of the Center which bears comment is the
quality of the Center's staff. They are consistently com-
plimented for the manner in which they deal with the users
of the Center and for the professionalism with which they
handle the archival material from the collection. Because
they are enthusiastic and well acquainted with the material
in the Center's collection, they are well able to answer
questions received by telephone, correspondence, and from
visitors to the Center. The professionalism of the staff
is also reflected in the success and quality of our noon-
time talks. Each staff member is esponsib1e to prepare
such a talk on a regular basis. The attendance has been
strong and consistent by a highly inter-active audience.
This staff should be considered one of our major strengths.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

While the quality of the Center's staff is one of our
strengths, the quantity of staff members is a weakness.
We do not have anywhere near the adequate staff to even
slowly process the enormous amount of material that the
Center has acquired (not to mention the material coming
to the Center in the next year which will increase the
collection threefold). We need museum and library assis-
tants to begin the efficient processing of our collection.
Serious, thorough, scholarly research will be hampered
until then.

In conjunction with the need for more staff is the obvious
need for additional space. As mentioned above, we have so
far received only a fraction of the material that will be
coming to the Center and we are overflowing our present
space. We understand that this situation will be remedied
within the next 6 to 8 months and we hope at that time to
have a more adequate space. Adequate staff will still be
in question.

The Center will be as important as the seriousness of

its users demands. Yet one great limitation to the
Center's maximum use is the nonexistence of undergraduate
and graduate degree programs in the study of the history
of photography as an art form. These programs could pro-
vide serious students who would utilize the resources of

the collection. It is our hope that the Art Department
will see the positive aspects of the situation and develop
courses accordingly.

Our major limitation is the absenc'e of a prior history.
This absence often makes it difficult to develop the
"universification"of the Center in terms of budget, staff
requirements, programs, etc. While the administrative
machinery is guided by precedents and prior data, the
Center has neither. The absence of a realistic prior
operating budget has been a problem in the Center's
transition from idea to reality.



FUTURE PLANS

Our immediate future plans include (we hope) moving to a
more adequate location, and enlarging our staff to a more
practical level.

We are also working with the computer specialists at the
Arizona State Museum to design within the SELGEM program
an exact and complete accessioning program. By cataloging
the collection through the computer, we will be able to
gain quick access to information; we will increase our cross-
referencing capability; and we will be able to provide a
print-out capacity to answer questions about the collection.

In addition to our computerized records and storage and
retrieval capability, we also plan to put the collection
on microfilm which will further allow the Center to share
information regarding our holdings, and will decrease the
need for handling original material.

Recognizing its responsibility to the public, the Center
will continue to organize, sponsor, and promote exhibitions,
lectures, and other extension services that will be open to
interested individuals. In addition to exhibitions at the
Center, we will cooperate with other institutions in pro-
viding traveling exhibitions.

We also plan to encourage liaison with other disciplines
within the University that will relate aspects of the
collection to their own teaching programs.

In summation, the Center's future program is threefold:
first, to collect material that wil'l bring insight and per-
spective to the work of the photographers whose collections
are here; second, to make the material in the collection as
accessible as possible to serious scholars and researchers
working in photography or any of its allied fields, and
third, to develop a program of extension activities that
will circulate important material and information from the
collection to the University community and the general
pub i i c.



PRINT VIEWING

VISITORS TO CENTER

CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY

BOOK CIRCULATION

USE STATISTICS

Total Undergrad Grad FacStaff Special
Dec. 1975 8 2 0 4 2

Jan. 1976 24 6 4 6 8

Feb. 1976 82 27 25 16 14
Mar. 1976 147 73 1
Apr. 1976 151 64 2

May 1976 123 44 25 29 25
June 1976 75 23 14 21 17

Number of Requests Number Cases
Dec. 1975 (27th-3lst) 9 19
Jan. 1976 43 116
Feb. 1976 40 115
Mar. 1976 30 72

Apr. 1976 56 114
May 1976 51 137
June 1076 26 68

Dec. 1975 540
Jan. 1976 523
Feb. 1976 635
Mar. 1976 690
Apr. 1976 689
May 1976 499

June 1976 554
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SUMMARY

1975-76 was the first year that the University of Arizona had a full-
time orientation librarian. The responsibilities of the position in-
volved both conducting and organizing instruction for this year and
planning a future program with emphasis on undergraduate needs.

The objectives for this year's program were to provide beginning stu-
dents introductory instruction to the use of the library and its re-
sources by providing course-related orientation/instructional tours.
Emphasis was placed on Freshman English classes and other introduc-
tory courses at the University. Volunteer library staff members were
used to give these tours which were arranged with individual faculty
members teaching undergraduate courses. Approximately 4000 under-
graduates were involved in this or other guided introduction to the
library. A PLATO lesson on basic research strategies and a printed
guide to the use of Psychological Abstracts were other means uti-
lized for spe-cific courses. Instructional posters to aid students in
using the card catalogs were distributed to each major catalog area.
An exhibit in photographs emphasizing the library's growth and our
move to the New Main Library was created for the University Summer
Orientation Exhibit in the Student Union.

Other responsibilities of the Orientation Librarian include the coor-
dination of the Information Desks and the printed Library Guides.
The Information Desks in the lobbies of the two main buildings handled
almost 20,000 questions involving directional and referral information.
Between 1,000 and 5,000 copies of each of the printed Library Guides
were distributed to library users.

The remaining responsibilities of the Orientation Librarian involved
planning future programs. In that regard the following were accom-
plished:

1) A working statement of goals, objectives and methods for an
orientation/instruction program was drafted and reviewed with
the Orientation Advisory Committee, the Public Services Com-
mittee and the Library administration. Agreement on the ob-
jectives expressed led to plans for developing methods that
could reach the greatest number of undergraduates beginning
research in the library.

Discussion was begun with the Freshman English Program fac-
ulty to cooperate on a program of library use instruction.
This eventually led to a decision to experiment with a self-
guided library skills development workbook that will, if
successful, become a required part of the English 2 courses
taken by almost 25000 freshmen each year.

3) A survey of faculty involved in teaching undergraduates was
undertaken to gather information for the development of a
future program for beginning level subject bibliographic
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instruction. There were 360 responses or almost 32% of the
the teaching faculty. Preliminary data was compiled and re-
ported to librarians and the respondents. A copy of Library
Guide 12, outlining instructional services of the library was
sent to all those who returned the survey. It is hoped the
survey will also serve to publicize these services.

The Workbook in Library Skills, written by Miriam Dudley of
UCLA was adapted and revised with her permission. It will
be utilized by 15 sections of the English 2 course this Fall,
tested and evaluated to its instructional effectiveness. It
is hoped this method will provide the basis for a complete
Freshman orientation to the library.

A guide to the University of Arizona Library for new faculty
members was drafted and will be distributed to new faculty
during the orientation session in August, and plans for the
library's participation in that session were completed.

It must be emphasized that although all of the above were done under
the auspices of the Orientation Librarian and were coordinated by
her, a majority of the projects were accomplished owing to the hard
work and enthusiastic support of a large portion of the entire li-
brary staff. Reference staff in all areas willingly guided students
on the instructional tours, and prepared helpful bibliographies to
various subject collections; technical services staff volunteered to
give tours, to staff the Information Desks, and to help prepare signs
and displays;. the Library Office staff cheerfully cooperated in the
production of various necessary support aids. Special mention goes
to the Orientation Advisory Committee members, Steve Bahre, Nancy
Douglas, Edith Ferrell, Douglas Jones, and Karen S. Seibert, who ad-
vised judiciously on all projects and whose hard work resulted in the
now completed adaptation on the Library Skills workbook: Library
Skills Program: A Self-Guided Introductioñ t the University of
Arizona Library.

The Orientation Librarian has contributed to and served on the follow-
ing Committees:

The Public Services Committee
Campus Library Council
The Staff Orientation Conunittee
The Spanish Language and Chicano Resources Coirunittee
Librarian' s Council
New Central Reference Planning Committee
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The strength of a library bibliographic instruction program lies
in the relevance of such a program to students' needs as they be-
gin and progress in their academic careers. The opportunity to
develop a library skills learning program in cooperation with the
Freshman English courses is definitely advantageous since this course
will be providing students with writing and other research skills.
The receptive attitude expressed by this faculty and other faculty
members involved in specific subject disciplines, as evidenced in
the recent survey, will contribute to the development of a strong
program. Success of a library administered program will reside in
the agreement on, and recognition of, a need for the utilization
of skillful bibliographic research in all subject disciplines.

The dedication of a full-time position to the planning and imple-
mentation of a program that should eventually involve some form of
instruction for every student attending the University continues to
be of major importance. In a beginning program such as ours, the
flexibility given to those responsible for its development is most
important. Experimental projects must be conducted, evaluated, im-
proved upon or changed drastically in order to arrive at successful
methods for instruction. Student preparation level varies as does
the individual subject interest, and no one methed suits all. The
voluntary assistance given by so many members of the library staff
adds to the strong administrative commitment and support.

The combining of some of the new separate subject collections in
the new Main Library will assist in lessening the complications of
library organization with which the beginning library users must be-
come familiar. The splitting off of another portion of the central
collection into a separate Fine Arts collection may, however, ne-
gate any gains made in this direction. The organization of the new
"central" reference area will facilitate instruction in the use of
the tools found there. Audio-visual and PLATO facilities in the
Media Center will add to the ability to consolidate certain stan-
dardized core information. Classroom capabilities of the new Multi-
purpose room for formal and informal instruction will enhance large
group instruction.

Cooperation from the teaching faculty nd continued library faculty
and administration support will enable us to develop a solid foun-
dation teaching introductory bibliographic skills to Freshmen.
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MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The organization of an instructional program that introduces large
numbers of students to the bibliographic tools available in the
various subject disciplines, that also successfully satisfies stu-
dentst needs and motivates them to utilize the vast resources avail-
able in the library, continues to be the major problem to be solved.
The use of the Library Skills Program is just a beginning, and the
ultimate effectiveness of that method will need to be carefully
evaluated. The larger task of upper level bibliographic instruc-
tion remains.

Coordination of librarians, whose traditional public service function
has been to give reference service on an individual basis rather than
teach large groups, who also do not come under the administrative
authority of the Orientation Librarian may complicate progress in
this area. The full cooperation of the Assistant Librarian of Public
Services is promised and her encouragement, expectations and service
objectives will be very important to success. The many responsibil-
ities of the reference staff to other valid user services will pre-
sent problems, however. If the instructional services of the library
are to be increased to provide the needed subject oriented approach,
it is hoped that reference librarians that are now available for
teaching assignments will become teaching librarians available for
reference and consultation. The alternative of appointing a full-
time orientation instruction staff must also be considered.

Using the faculty survey data as a basis it is hoped that we can
begin to offer beginning subject irrstruction to undergraduates. Ways
of standardizing common approaches will have to be explored and the
best means for individualizing such instruction without putting an
inordinate amount of staff time into it must be developed.

For all library users, and particularly the undergraduate, the com-
plexities of library organization are a hindrance to the retrieval
of needed information. When those tools provided by a library for
access to information are inadequate, incomplete and mysterious,
instruction in there proper and effective use becomes both necessary
on the one hand, and yet extremely difficult on the other. It is
hoped that our present commitment to automation will not only speed
up processing of materials but will provide the time and potential
to work on provision of better subject access to our vast collections
through the card catalog.

To supplement such efforts towards increased access, money should be
made available for the production of guides to the variety of sub-
ject resources in our library. The Guide to Chicano Resources in
the University of Arizona Library, prepared by the members of the
Spanish Language and Chicano Resources Committee is a good beginning
step. It is hoped that a commitment of time and budget will support
the development of similar guides.
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FUTURE PLANS

The University of Arizona Library will begin the 1976-77 academic
year with a strong commitment to provide a unified introduction to
library information services and resources to all beginning library
users. The experimental project using the Library Skills Program
text will have to be evaluated carefully in terms of achieving its
stated objective andin determining student and faculty attitudes
toward its use. Its suitability to our present staffing patterns
and budget limitations will also have to be predicted before imple-
menting its use with the possible 2700 freshmen to be enrolled in
English 2 in the Fall of 1977. Adaptation of its contents to facil-
itate its use in the new Main Library will also have to be accom-
plished.

With the Library Skills Program as a possible base, more time will
be spent in the coming year developing, in cooperation with the teach-
ing faculty and the public service librarians, the methods for ini-
tiating a core of bibliographic instruction courses and aids at
the beginning subject level. Once students are introduced to the
kinds of sources available in the library, they must be guided through
the techniques of utilizing the many particular sources and specific
subject informatiön in the respective subject disciplines.

It is hoped that subject literature guides can be created to assist
such courses and that PLATO IV terminals will be available for
experimentation in providing on-line reference aid in a "query and
select" mode of computer based instruction.

Orientation of staff, faculty and students to the new library sys-
tem as of January 1977 will be a major task. The Orientation
Librarian will be involved with all three categories through repre-
sentation on the various committees mentioned in the summary, and in
coordination of new faculty orientation.

The year promises to be an exciting one, full of challenges and hopes
for continued growth of the instructional and orientation services of
the University of Arizona Library.



TOTAL TOTAL STUDENTS

* INSTRUCTIONAL TOURS 162 3397

TOTAL STUDENTS

GUIDED INTRODUCTION TO
SUBJECT REFERENCE TOOLS 600

* The figures contained in this summary represent those sessions
organized by and/or reported to the Orientation Librarian. These
totals do not reflect overall instructional activities of the li-
brary since some reference departments and all branches made their
own arrangements and report their own statistics separately.

Emphasis this year has been on undergraduate orientation, partic-
ularly in cooperation with Freshman English courses.

Summer/Fall 1975

English 1

English 2

English 3

English 4

English 5

Center for English
as a Second Language

Newstart/Second Start

Foreign Students

LIBRARY ORIENTATION STATISTICS 1975/1976

Total Sessions Total Students

1 9

43 967

7 161

4 93

s 102

6 81

172

2 38

TOTAL QUESTIONS

SCIENCE/HUMANITIES
INFORMATION DESK 9,790

TOTAL QUESTIONS

MAIN LIBRARY
INFORMATION DESK 9,975

Page 6



Summer/Fall 1976

Agricultural Economics

Total Sessions Total Students

1 20

Agronomy 1 25

Chemical Engineering 2 52

Chicano Studies 2 10

Experimental Foods 4 37

Horticulture 2 60

Music Bibliography 1 20

Speech 2 12 262

Textile/Home Management 2 47

Spring/Summer 1976 Total Sessions Total Students

English 1 3 80

English 2 10 215

English 3 1 27

English 4 13 293

English 5 4 102

Center for English
as a Second Language 6 87

Page 7

Drama 1 10

Library Science Graduate
Students 2 33

Agriculture Graduate 1 20
Students



Spring/Summer 1976 Total Sessions Total Students

Experimental Psychology 6 117

Geography 1 10

HPER - Research Design 1 12

Home Economics 2 30

Horticulture 35 3 90

Journalism 1 25

Mexican American Studies 2 30

Speech 2 4 88

Page 8



J975-76 Annual Report

Photocofy



1. Summary

During fiscal year 1975-76 the photocopy department has realized ã
business of over one hundred thousand dollars, an increase of several
thousand dollars more than in fiscal year 1974-75. This increase
undoubtedly reflects larger student enrollment and replacement of the SCM
coin operated photocopy machines in Main and Science Libraries with
coin operated IBM bond copiers and Minolta copiers which have reduction
capabilities. The IBM copiers in the Main Library also have autotrons
which enable a department operator to make copies for patrons ori the
otherwise coin operated self service machines.

In the microfilm section of the photocopy department the new reader-
printer in the Main Library has been kept busy making microprints for
those patrons desiring paper or hard copy from microfiche and microfilm.
Among the microfilming projects undertaîen this year is that of filming
"The Tombstone Epitaph't currently being published by Journalism Depart-
ment here at the University of Arizona.

On the business side of the department there are approximately two
hundred "on campus" accounts and seventyfive "off campus" accounts
which are billed monthly for all kinds of photocopy services. An
NCR peg board system set up last year has made this billing and record
keeping easier and more accurate,

There has been some turnover in photocopy department personnel due to
those former employees wishing to go on to school. The current
employees are doing a good job trying to give quality photocopy service
to the entire University community,



2. Major Strengths

The rolodex file system has proved very satisfactory in controlling
departmental use of incorrect or no fund numbers. The photocopy
department operators check the file for each patron's fund number
before starting their order. This procedure eliminates making copies
for departments which have not allocated funds for photocopy services.
The file also indicates, by use of color coded cellugraph signals, when
funds are getting low or have been exhausted. There are duplicate
files so both Main Library and Science Library operators have access
to the same information.

If tensions appear evident among the photocopy staff a pow wow becomes
the order of the day. A meeting is scheduled before work any given
morning and usually the results are favorable. Several misunderstandings
have been resolved and some constructive ideas have been given during
these meetings.



3. Major Limitations

The department is handicapped when one of the staff is absent for

any reason. It is difficult to cover all of the areas and perform
the necessary tasks when so short handed. The Library office
staff has been most cooperative in helping when this situation
arises and it is greatly appreciated. It would help if the budget
would permit hiring a person for a full time position instead of
the one half time position in existence now.



4. Future Plans

The move from Main Library photocopy section in the lobby to the
new building will be so welcome. Not only will it bring the two
offices closer together but the new location should make photocopy
an asset to the Library in appearance as well as efficiency. It is
hoped that photocopy services can do even more to serve the copy
needs of the patrons of the Library system.



PUBLIC SERVICES DIVISION

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN

FOR PUBJIC SERVICES

TO THE

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN



SUMMARY

The quest for able, affable and articulate reference librarians eclipsed
other activities undertaken by the Public Services Librarian. During
1975-76, eight professional positions were filled (one on a temporary
basis) and a ninth opening has recently been announced. Conducting na-
tional searches proved to be a slow, painstaking process, but the results
already justify the efforts. The following people deserve a special wel-
come: Cheryl Coumans, Map Librarian; Aaron Hause, Head Documents Librarian;
Robert Mitchell, International Documents Librarian; Carol Elliott, Humanities
Librarian (temporary); and Syed Khan, Sharon Seide, and Joan Murphy who are
all Science Librarians. In addition Rebecca Boone was recently selected
as Head Central Reference Librarian.

Regardless of the unusually high turnover in our Public Services Division
several previously formulated plans were implemented and new projects were
undertaken. Our new International Documents Librarian fulfills a long ex-
pressed need to provide skilled service in this field. A core reference
collection to be housed in the Government Documents Department has already
been planned and new procedures for processing those documents produced by
International Organizations are being implemented.

The proliferation of non-print materials during the past few years neces-
sitated special action for their proper storage and retrieval. Acccordingly,
a Media Center was designed for the New Library. When it became apparent
that additional staff positions for this Center would not be forthcoming,
the library adopted a compromise solution. The Instructional Materials
Collection currently housed in crowded ,quarters in the Education Building,
will be moved to the Media Center in the new library and the staff will
provide service for both aréas.

For many years this library has considered the possibility of joining the
Center for Research Libraries, and that possibility has finally become a
reality. Membership entitles participating libraries to request vast
quantities of research materials through Interlibrary Loan. As a result
our capability for serving the needs of our patrons will be greatly enhanced.

In an effort to meet the special needs of our patrons, an Advisory Committee
on Spanish Language and Chicano Resources was created. Under the able
direction of Iliana Sonntag, the committee is drafting a guide to Chicano
resources available in the University of Arizona Library.

The Arizona Bicentennial Commission approved two grant requests submitted
by members of our Public Services Staff. Virginia Rice received funds to
transcribe valuable oral history tapes which she compiled in Prescott,
Arizona. The second project involves the filming and thus the preservation
of historic Arizona newspapers. Unfortunately, this money will not be
sufficient to salvage all the papers which are rapidly disintegrating, but
at least the more important ones will be saved.

One final development should be mentioned. With the advent of computerized
cataloging the library administration decided to reorganize the work cur-
rently handled by the Oriental Studies Collection staff. Beginning July 1,
the Oriental Studies Catalog Librarian will be transferred from the Col-
lection to the Catalog Department, and will begin the process of converting
the classification system used for Japanese and Chinese materials from
Harvard Yen-Ching to Library of Congress. In recognition of the growing

requirements of a diverse Oriental Studies faculty, the library is now
searching for a new Head of Oriental Studies Collection Librarian.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

As in previous years, the Public Services Staff continued to compile ex-
cellent bibliographies, guides, and indexes in addition to providing re-
ference service, orientation tours, and classroom instruction on library
research techniques. Many of these same people also volunteered their
personal time to help our new Orientation Librarian in her efforts to
develop a viable undergraduate orientation program.

When it finally became apparent that the library would be moved to a new
facility, proposals for restructuring our services were given more serious
consideration. Members of the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Central
Reference Departments began meeting weekly to discuss combining their
services in major reference areas. They initiated a series of reference
learning sessions designed to make each person aware of the special uses
of various sophisticated reference tools. They also planned the arrange-
ment of the new Central Reference Room. As mentioned previously, the
nature and scope of the Media Collection was resolved and the Instructional
Materials Collection staff is now busily preparing for the move. The

scope of the Government Documents Department will also be changed with the
addition of International Organization publications, federal documents
from the Science Library, and a large microform collection consisting of
materials from the Educational Resources Information Center and the
National Archives. Workitig under the tremendous burden of being under-
staffed for most of last year, they are nevertheless making progress in
their preparation for enlarging their collection.

Experienced staff members from Science, Humanities, Social Sciences,
Government Documents and Special Collections cooperated with the Tucson
Public Library System in presenting a series of advanced lectures on re-
ference tools and resources available within the University of Arizona
Library system. Over fifty people attended each session and we have
received numerous compliments on these presentations.

Currently our reference departments are cooperating with the Graduate
Library School in offering a public services internship program. This

program is designed to give Graduate Library School students working
experience in a reference department. So far, comments have been favor-
able and the internship has proved to be mutually beneficial.

Last winter nearly all of the sixty-three public services members pre-
pared detailed reports for the Public Services Librarian outlining their
responsibilities, projects and goals. The written reports were followed
up by interviews with each individual. Although this undertaking was
time consuming, it proved to be extremely productive and resulted in a
statement of goals and objectives for our public services operations.
Discussion of these goals is still in progress, but we eventually hope
that they will help provide a common framework for our various programs.

As our library system continues to grow in size and complexity, the skills
of our Public Services group become increasingly necessary in inter-
preting the resources to the users. We are priviliged to have a competent,
dedicated staff and their tireless efforts over the past year deserve
special commendation.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Considering the occurrence of an extraordinary number of vacancies last
year, it is not surprising that service in some areas was disrupted. The

Science Library suffered more than any other departiiient, with the loss

of three experienced librarians. Now that the public services areas are
fully staffed, it is still apparent that we cannot hope to expand our
services without additional positions.

Two years ago, the library offered on an experimental basis free access

to 19 computer data bases. Limited funds prevented further continuation
of the project, but many users have indicated that computer searches are

sufficiently important to justify our passing the cost of the computer

time onto the patrons. Accordingly, the University Librarian established
a special library account similar to that used by our photocopy service.
This will enable the library to charge patrons a fee for the actual

search, although consultation time will still be free. The mechanics for

reestablishing this service present a formidable problem. Staff members

needed to develop search strategies will have to be retrained. Unfortu-

nately, these same people are already heavily involved in collection de-

velopment, library orientation and instruction, and reference service.

As became evident two years ago, searching computer data bases takes a

tremendous amount of time. Obviously, if more positions do not become
available, limitations on the kinds of service we can offer will have to

be imposed.

Compounding the problem mentioned above is the prospect of moving into

a vast new facility with no increase in our present staff. The new

Central Reference Department which will be the core of our reference

system will be criticallyunderstfféd. Each person will be spending

about half of the work week on the reference desk. Other assignments

include compilation of special bibliographies, guides, and indexes,
library instruction and orientation, computer literature searches, col-

lection development and numerous tasks involved in library operations
and the maintenance of the reference collection. Over the past few

years, the acquisitions budget has increased significantly so that the

library can now support most academic needs; yet a complex system such

as ours necessitates interpretation. If this requirement is not met,
the tremendous resources available to our academic community will re-

main virtually untapped.

Finally, this section would not be complete without mentioning that the
Music Collection is filled to capacity. A solution to this critical
problem must be found and all options are being carefully reviewed.



FUTURE PLANS

During the next year, most of our energies will be directed toward
occupying the new library and providing for a smooth transition of
services. Plans for expanding the Science Library Collection and the
Oriental Studies Collection must also be approved and implemented.
Moreover, the Music Collection and the Library Science Collection are
rapidly outgrowing their present facilities. Additional space for the

Music Collection must be found, and possibilities for containing the
growth of the Library Science Collection will be reviewed.

Since virtually every public service area in the system will be affected
by the move, other plans and goals will be kept to a minimum. Somehow,

the newly developed undergraduate orientation program recently inaugu-
rated by our Orientation Librarian must be supported, and computerized
bibliographic search services should be resumed.

Although the statements made above occupy a modest amount of paper space,
they represent a tremendous expenditure in time and energy. Once the

challenges of the next year have been met, a reassessment of public
services priorities will be made.



CENTRAL REFERENCE DEPARTYIENT UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

AUAL REPORT OF THE

HEAD CENTRAL REFERENCE LThRARLA
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FOR PUBLIC SERVIC

FOR THE 1975-1976 YEAR.

Appendices: Report of the
Interlibrary Loan Section

Report of the
Microforms Section



1. SIJMNARY

The Central Reference Department houses the Library's public catalog,
the master list of periodicals, and a core collection of general ref-
erence tools. Assistance and instruction are provided in the use of
these various catalogs and tools; detailed reference service is given
in fine arts; referrals are made to other departments of the Library
System for similarly detailed work in other disciplines. DetMJ of
the operation of Interlibrary Loan and Microforms are appended at the
end of this report.

In anticipation of the merger of three departments into a new Central
Reference Dept., much has been accomplished: reclassification of this
portion of the reference collection is essentially complete; inter-
departmental training continues with increasing interest and cooperation
on the part of the staff; much careful thought has been given to the
lay-out and operation of the new department. Also, by the time this
report is submitted, it is expected that a Head for the new department
will have been chosen; this is a long delayed matter which will surely
expedite our move toward the future.

Much effort has been expended this year on refining and building the
reference collection. In addition, with the active and enthusiastic
support of the Acquisitions and Serials Departments, selection of new
and antiquarian materials, including several major purchases, has
significantly strengthened the Library's holdings in fine arts.

The continuing work of the department goes on at an efficient pace.
These include the indexing of the Arizona Daily Star and the editing
of the index for publication; compilation of thesis and dissertation
lists; the development and maintenance of other indexing and biblio-
graphical tools. Several staff members have found time to teach or
to complete academic courses; aU have kept an active interest in
professional organizations at the local, state or national level; all
have in various ways developed their professional competance.

Published paper: Thesis and dissertation checklist, 1975.

Questions answered, to the nearest thousand:

1975/76 51,000
l97L/75 !j9,OOO
1973/7Lj. 1.i.2,000



2, MAJOR STRENGTHS

The strength of the Department lies in the knowledge and skill
of the Central Reference staff, and in the excellent reference
collection which supports it. While each Librarian and Assistant
is to some extent a specialist in language, literature, history,
the sciences or the arts, they are mutually supportive, as befits
the general nature of the Department, and can individually and
collectively sumiaon an astounding range of knowledge to the assist-
ance of the library patron.

The professional and career staff must again be commended for
unusual industry in the preparation of papers for publication.
wish to draw attention, also, to the high morale of the staff,
which persists in spite of some internal obstacles and an ever
increasing work load. In particular, a close spirit of cooperation
prevails within the Department, as well as in relation to the wider
Library and University communities in general.



3. MAJOR LTI4ITATIONS

The retirement of Miss Elizabeth Franklin, in June of this year,
will leave the Department seriously understaffed for an interim period
of as yet undetermined length. During this time, Central Reference
will operate with only one librarian, four library assistants, and a
few students. It is hoped that the head of the new department will
be established in office before the end of the summer, to assure the
continuation of full service through the fall semester.

Other limitations and problems, whatever they may be, are temporary
ones. Looming over all are the transition and integration which face
the Department, as just one portion of a tripartite whole. The liini-
tations which face the new department, although well considered, and
although there are many, are not the specific concern of this report.



. FUTURE PLkNS

In what is finally its terminal year, the Department expectantly
awaits its move into fine new quarters, and looks ahead to the
concurrent formation of a new teen of reference specialists. In
the meantime, the business of t'old" Central Reference will continue
to be done in an able and efficient maimer.

Collaterally, it should be mentioned that planning for the continuation
of fine arts reference and collection development continues on two
parallel tracks. It is assumed that fine arts materials will move to
the new building, and plans have been formed on that assumption. Also,
in the unlikely event that fine arts will be left behind once more,
plans for that contingency have also been formulated.

It is appropriate at this time to express appreciation to the fine
staff with which I have worked these past years. It has been a true
pleasure to be allied with them in service to the University. I ein

sure that this fruitful association will continue, and that the
confident and respectful personal and professional relationships which
have thus been forged will form a strong and permanent basis for growth
in the new and larger department.



INTERLIBRARY LOAN UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
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INTERLIBRARY( LOAN SECTION
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POR THE 1975-197,6 YEAR



I. SIJMMPLRYT

Interlibrary loan activity from July, 1975, through May, 1976,
has increased about eight per cent over the same period last
year. Most of this increase is the result of a larger num-
ber of unfilled borrowing and lending requests. The increment
in unfilled borrowing requests is the result of a greater num-
ber of rush requests which we are not able to fill in the two
to four weeks the patron has before he no longer needs the ma-
terial. We are getting many more requests from students need-
ing material for a class rather than thesis or dissertation
research. The increase in unfilled lending requests probably
has several causes: 1) an increased number of requests sent
to us because we are "likely to have the item" both from with-
in Arizona and outside the state; 2) a larger number of "in
use" and "missing" books; anda 3) a longer response time on out-
of-state requests from the science library. Many requests sent
to us on the chance that our library will own the item are in
fact not owned and returned to the requesting library or for-
warded within Arizona. Other requests are returned or forward-
ed because, although we own the material we are not: abler to
fil] the reauest in two weeks.for one of the reasons mention-
ed above.

The total number of requests sent to other libraries has re-
mained about the same as last year, while the total number of
requests received from other libraries has increased aboub
ten percent. CHAIN (Channelled Arizona Information Network)
activity, excluding location requests, accounts for about fifty-
five oer cent of our incoming requests. CHAIN requests, in-
cluding location requests, have increased approximately ten
per cent over last year as have USDA Documents Delivery System
requests.



I. MAJOR STRENJTHS

The implementation of the COLO cataloging system at the ii-
brary has enabled interlibrary loan to use its union catalog
capability to locate newer books which have been difficult
to find in the past. We have also been able to use closer
and/or smaller libraries to obtain books for our palrons.
This often results in quicker service because of faster pro-
cessing time.

Half-time help for the CHAIN agent has been aprroved by the
Arizona Department of Library and Archives and included in the
grant for the upcoming fiscal year. The student help we have
had for CHAIN during the last part of this year has been in-
valuable in view of the staff change that occured during this
period.

The policy that all patrons requesting materials from other
libraries can be required to verify or provide source of re-
ference for their requests has helped to eliminte wasted time
searching for misspelled or erroneous citations. Most patrons
have been very understanding a-nd more careful about their re-
ferences once they were shown how to use the National Union
Catalog.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Interlibrary loan transactions have increased tremendously
in the last five years, and those increases, both in bor-
rowing and lending requests, have been partly handled by
the scienca' reference staff. A member of that staff take a
and tries to verify all outgoing requests submitted at the
science reference desk before sending them to interlibrary
loan for further processing. Incoming requests from out-
of-state are also sent from interlibrary loan to the scienca
library for raging, photocopying, and check-out before being
returned to interlibrary loan for final distribitiontq the
requesting library. The position that normally handles these
interlibrary loan duties has many other responsibilities in-

cludin the reference desk and freauently cannot handle all
the interlibrary loan tasks everyday. Emphasis is given to
our patrons' outgoing reauests so that these are not held up
before being sent out to other libraries. This sometimes re-

sults in fairly lenathy delays in processing for out-of-state
requests for science material.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

A half-time page is needed in the science library to hardle
incoming out-of-state requests. This rage should be respon-
sible to interlibrary loan and could be raid out of the in-
terlibrary loanfund if there is no wages money available.
This would relieve science reference to concentrate exclusive-
ly on takin and verifying our patronst outgoing requests as
its only interlibrary loan responsiblity, and it would also
speed the processing of many out-of-state requests.

In view of a proposed interlibrary loan subsystem for OCLO,
some thought should be given to placing an OOL' terminal in
the interlibrary loan office as soon as it is economically
feasibls. A printerto make hard copy of incoming requests
should also he considered d.pending on the projected amoiJn
of use of the syatm. A printer might also be used by the-
cataloging and serials departments.
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141 SUNMARY

Use of the Main Library microforms facility more than doubled this
year, about 80 percent of research being concentrated in newspaper
backfiles. Some additional viewing equipment was obtained, and
acquisition of xnicroforms materials, while low in volume by compari-
son to last year, included about 375 new titles. The following
graphs present an approximation of statistics for the year.

A. Patron service

Highest count of patrons during the quarter
Daily average through 10 AM - 3 PM.

B. Microforms ho1dins (approx.)
Increase for year: Total on Input Present

30 Je.'75 1975/76 total
Filin rolls . . . 38,300 2,700 41,000
Microfiche/cards 720 lin. ft. 4 ft. 724 ft.

Growth since 30 June 1973 (film rolls only)

40,000

30,000

20.000

Rooms 301 & 314).

*1'000
*38,000

*28,000
*24,000

30 Je.'73 30 Je.'74 30 Je.'75 30 Je.'76

C. Physical facilities
1) Viewing space: Room 314 temporarily assigned to Sociology

Department research project (see II A,l below).

Total 31

1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 11976/7711212 12 2
20
--

15

lO

a)4'7

887
3-3-3

a-8-8

3-3_34

16/
7_7

15

18-20 -

L 7

2) Viewing equipment added: 1
3) Present disposition of available

ea. filin viewer; 3 ea. fiche.
equipment:

Film viewers Fiche/card Total
Microforms (Bm. 301). . 9 5 14

(Bm. 314). . 4 4
Centra]. Reference . . . 1 1
Social Science Ref. . 5 5

Government Documents. 2 2

Loan & Technical Ser. 1 4



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

A, Patron service
Innovation and flexibility in the allocation of space and equip-
ment carried us through a crisis situation this year. The sharp
increase beginning in the second quarter (see IA) originated from
four sources:

Research assistants: projects a) Violence in Latin America
(Soc. Dept., Dr. Robert L. Hamblin, proj. dir.), and b) South-
western Documentary Relations (Fr. Charles W. Poizer, proj.
director).
Convergence of several large seminars and classes, requiring

data relevant to U.S. history, antebellum period; Mexican Revo-
lution of 1910; and business and public administration.
Users of College Catalog Collection.
Steady increase in use of microforms by new students.

Resolution of patron overload was obtained by assignment of Room
314 and 4 ea. film viewers to the Soc. Dept. project; further
relief occurring when Fr. Poizer established his project in the
Anthro. Bldg., arrangements being made for his research assistants
to draw films on limited loan.
Subsequent assessment of the overload situation emphasized some
important points, however. Despite the above relief in room use,
patron circulation and statistics on direct patron assistance
climbed even higher during the 3rd quarter. Many of patrons were
new students attracted to Room 301 by the College Catalog Collec-
tion. Having overcome their apprehensions over microformat, they
went on to use other inicroforms materials in their research work.
Thus, the college catalogs serve as an excellent training device.

Mjeroforms holdings
The extensive Parral archive (Film 318), whIch has lain dormant
for years, was suddenly in great demand this year, as well as
other film series and newspaper backfiles relative to the U.S.
Southwest and Latin America. Plans for meeting this demand are
discussed in sec. IV B.
With regard to new acquisitions, the majority consist of theses
and dissertations in special education and bilingual programs.
The Buenos Aires Herald (purchased by the Soc. Dept.), the Daily
New Mexicar and several Chinese newspapers (in English) contri-
buted to our geographic coverage, while arrival of the Washington
Star (Wash., D.C.) filled a serious gap in news coverage there.
Feminist studies have also been bolstered with acquisition of two
major film series: Herstory and the History of Women (periodicals
and monographs.

Physical facilities
Most important for users of the College Catalog Collection has
been the addition of three viewers (gifts) with 40X lenses, this
collection being filmed on 40X reduction. Our test run on the Info.
Design 201-1 reveals only minor complaint over the screen position;
major approval among newspaper users, as well as among handicapped
students, since the control console is within easy reach.

2



III MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Patron Service

AU limitations that seriously affect patron service have been
alluded to above, and with acres of space and equipment soon to
be available in the New Library, we can turn our attention to
the problems of programming the work flow. Much of the diffi-..
culty encountered during the October rush last fall can t-
traced to the sudden convergence of demand for one film series.
In one instance, the demand narrowed to a single roll of filin
from the Wall Street Journal, which we were constantly chasing
all over the building. Steps have been taken toward better
coordination with the academic departments, which are discussed
in section IV A, below.

Microforms holdings

The experience of the past year has shifted priorities consider-
ably, and plans toward alleviating current shortcomings in our
holdings by the most expedient means have been initiated. See
IV B, below.

Physical facilities

We can expect another crisis this coming October. At present,
in mid-June, we are already encountering patron overloads in the
early afternoon hours. But there are some options open to us to
meet serious over-crowding of the Microforms viewing area, should
this problem develop next fall. These are discussed in IV C.

3



IV. FUTURE PLANS

A. Patron service

Coordination with academic departments.
In the past we have taken somewhat belated actions to expe-

dite sudden demands for specific materials. These have included
preparation of brief guides, holds on interlibrary loan of
required films, physical relocation of the materials, posting
of instructions regarding their use, arid sa forth. But these
procedures require advance coordination with the departments,
if they are to be effective. Preliminary steps have been taken
this spring in discussion with the Orientation Librarian, who
suggests preparation of a brief fora this summer to be circu-
lated among faculty who anticipate heavy use of specific micro-
foras materials in their seminars and classes next fall.

Guides to microforms materials.

Having completed last January the long promised guide to
the Sonaran parish archives (Film 811), work is well underway
on revision of the general Guide to Microforms. This will
include an extensive subject index, as well as full discussion
of access and use of major film series which have proven most
troublesome to patrons in the past.

B. Microforms holdirlRs

Transfer to the New Library.
Coordination with the person in charge of logistics is now

in progress, 22-23 December being set as the target date.

Purchases for 1976/77.
In that we will soon dispose of our limited runs of Latin

American newspapers now stored in the basement, the Univer-
sity Librarian has instructed us to coordinate with Dr. Michael
Meyer, Chairman, Latin American Studies, with regard to pur-
chasing backfiles available on microfilm. The latter has sug-
gested that we purchase one major Mexican paper, and one from
each of the ABC countries, the specific titles to be determined
in consultation with interested departments as soon as a list
of those available on film is compiled.

With regard to purchasing priorities discussed in last
year's report, these will be subordinated to the above.

C. Physical facilities

With regard to possible patron overloads this coming October, ter-
mination of the Socio1or Department research project is set for
September, with respect to their data collection phase, at which
time they will return the four film viewers now on loan to them.
Should a delay develop, however, lt might be well to request
delivery of four of the new viewers in September, which can be
set up on the 5th Tier if necessary.

4
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StllIMARY

Those projects mentioned in the future plans section of last year's
annual report were either undertaken or continued this year. All pro-.
jects this year had one purpose in mind -- that being to provide the
most efficient and best possible Government Documents Reference service
to our clientele.

While some modification in the original plan for the consolidation of
the Documents Department was made, the program has taken definite steps
forward. At the same time the initial steps toward the establishment
of the International Documents Collection within the Documents Depart-
ment have been taken. Proposals for the shifting of much reference
material dealing with IGO's have been maclé and are currently awaiting
final approval. In preparation for the move to the new library we have
started to prepare specific sections of the collection, Serial Set and
Committee Hearings, by boxing the Hearings and "red ribboning" older
copies of the Serial Set.

The primary development this year was the aprointment of a Head Documents
Librarian and an international Documents Librarian. Both appointments
will enable us to move ahead with plans for the department in the new
library.

Our career staff and student aide staff underwent much change this year.
We hired one new career staff person and two student aides. This means a
great deal of time is spent on training new personnel. The long range
affect of this was that we were forced to cut down on the hours of service
we could provide. We hope to remedy this situation in the coming year.

We continued to acquire important materials, indexes and collections, as
our budget allowed in order to provide service of high cRilber. Specific
titles are mentioned later in this report.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

As in past years the public continues to be aware of the vast amount of
information available in the Documents Collection. This is attested to
by another increase in the number of reference questions answered this
year, well over nine thousand. We continued to publish our "Documents
'Despatch." Special lectures on how to use government documents were
given to classes in Taxation, Agricultural Economics, Library Science
and Business Administration.

The major strength of the department has been in the area of personnel.
In December 1975 Aaron Hause became the Head Documents Librarian and in
March 1976 Robert Mitchell was hired as the International Documents
Librarian. With the hiring of these two librarians, many of the pro-
posed future plans for the Documents Department began to be put into
action. A final decision on the proposed move of Science Documents
from the Science Library to the Main Documents Collection was made and
proposals and programs for the International Documents Collection have
been started.

Keeping aware of new developments in the field enables our staff to be
better informed. Members of this staff are involved in several local,
area, and national professional organizations. Mrs. Phyllis Wright, who
so ably served as acting head of this department for about six months,
also served as Chairman of the Government Documents Roundtable of ASLA
and compiled a list titled Public Health Service Publication Numbers,
J,950-197l, Converted to Suoerintendent of Documents Classificti.ons.
Mrs. Mary Rhoads served as secretary Treasurer of the ASIA Government
Documents Roundtable and was Chairperson of the library's Orientation
Committee.

In order to provide documents to the people, the department made numerous
acquisitions this past year. Among the microfiche collections purchased
were, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Annual Reports - l82/,.-l9h.9, The
Greenwood Press edition of United States Congressional Committee Prints,
from the first issued through 1969, and Carrollton Press collection of
Declassified Documents. The CIS Serial Set Index, the Inquirsr Handbooks,
and the Lth Suonlement to the Library Catalog of the Library of the
Department of the Interior are a few of the department's purchases of
hard copy material.

A department is no better than the people who staff it. The service
oriented career staff of Mary Rhoads, Armenette Christie, Rita Gonzalez-
Boepple, Phyllis Wright and Nancy Lauver all deserve commendation.



LIMITATIONS

The Documents Department was adversely affected this year by our lack
of experienced, full-time staff. This lack was most heavily felt in the
area of providing reference service. We had to cut our hours of serviee
both in the evenings and weekends during the fR11 and spring terms and
also during the summer. Also, lack of adequate staff has caused us to
adjust our priorities regarding our technical processing and our record
keeping. Jobs such as checking the Monthly Catalog for corrections and
changes in classification classification have to be relegated to a lower
priority.

Our benefactor, the Government Printing Office, still remains the major
source of problems affecting our ability to provide adequate service.
The constant changing of classification numbers to compensate for the
creation of new agencies, the elimination of other agencies, and/or
the shifting of responsibilities from one agency to another, plus the
fact that the number of publications being issued by the federal govern-
ment has increased fantastically, gives rise to problems in technical
processing and causes backlogs such as we never have experienced before.
Thj adds time between receipt of material and its eventual use in the
collection.

Although Librarian' s Council reached an agreement regarding the eventual
combination of the split documents collection last year, the collection
still is split. Further consideration of the plan has lead to different
conclusions concerning which material would be in the Science Library
and which would be transferred to the new Main Library. The problems
mentioned in last year's report still exist but we have high hopes of
eliminating them when we move.

Lack of bibliographic control within the department, specifically the
lack of any sheiflist, is a limitation. With the addition of more card
catalog space we hope to remedy this situation.



FUTURE PLANS

The most important plan in the immediate future is the combining of the
documents collections into one department. While this consolidation
wifl not be as extensive as mentioned in last year's report it will
greatly enable the user to find more document material "under one roof"
and at the sanie time enable the documents department staff to provide
more efficient service. This too will open up new areas to the staff
and be very educational to 11 involved.

Our plans to establish an International Documents coflection will move
forward. We already have proposed to remove twenty shelves of refer-
ence material on international documents from the Social Science Div-
ision and locate them in the reference area in our new location. We
will create a card catalog and a shelf-list for international docu-
ments, to be located in the documents work area. We propose to start
with the material of the United Nations and then to proceed to other
international - governmental organizations.

With the addition of the Library Clerk III, being transferred to us from
the Science Library, we hope to increase our hours of reference service.
This plus one more staff member would enable us to eliminate one limi-
tation which has plagued us in this past year.

We intend to expand the card catalog in the documents department. With
the transfer of much material from the Science Documents Collection and
the establishment of our International Documents Collection it will be
necessary to expand our catalog to include a shelf-list for our U.S.
material and our 1GO material.

We would like to try to make the documents department the center of docu-
ments activity in the state of Arizona. With our new facilities provid-
ing us with ample space to hold conferences arid meetings this looks to
be ari achievable goal. The first step in this direction will be taken
this f1l with a conference on Patents and Trademarks to be held here
on October 14, 1976.



*All Statistics for 1975/76 are up to 6/15/76

APPENDIX

Items Received 1975/76* 1974/75

Depository 35,024 28,158

Non-Depository 9,208 11,078

Total for Year 44,232

Previous Collection 625,644

Total Est. Printed Docs. 669,876

Microfiche

U.S. Government Documents 19,373

AEC-URDA 32,505

NASA 5,400

NACA 14,000

Reference Questions 9,252 8,429

Items Circulated 4,802 4,962

Items Bound 400 652
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Suary

In July 1975 three members -of the department gave talks on modern
fiction at the Reference Learning Sessions of the Tucson Public Library:
Gladys Bean on Latin American fiction, John McKay on European fiction
and. Karen Seibert on Science Fiction. Evaluation sheets filled out by
public librarians who attended the sessions indicated considerable ap-
preciation.

Members of the department have put special effort this year into
writing guides and compiling bibliographies. The following guides were
compiled to help reference librarians answering questions that occur
frequently at the desk: How to Find Literary Critiques, a Step Step
Search Procedure by John McKay, Sources of Literary Criticism by Lois
Olsrud, Rehabilitation, Guide to Resources in the University of Arizona
Library by Lois Olsrud, Finding Film Reviews and Film Criticism in the
University of Arizona Library by Carol Elliott and Karen Seibert, Book
Reviewing Sources in the Humanities Library by Carol Elliott, Bible
Versions by Lois Olsrud, Speak up!, Selected Speech Biblioraphy by
Gladys Bean. Other bibliographies were compiled for specific events or
tours: Norwegians - Past and Present by Lois Olsrud (on the occasion
of the Sesquicentennial Celebration of the first Norwegian Trwigration
to America), Linguistics, a Guide to Reference Books for Linguists by
John McKay (for a tour given to graduates in Linguistics), Scandinavian
Journals (on all topics), compiled by Lois Olsrud for Dr. Chisholm of
the German Department, and a number of bibliographies compiled for the
Reference Learning Sessions at the Tucson Public Library: A Selected
Bibliography of Contemporary Latin American Literature (Gladys Bean),
Contemporary Fiction: Selected Reference Works (J. McKay), PZ2001:
A Science Fiction Bibliography (Karen Seibert), Amazing, Astounding,
Fantastic: A Bibliography of Science Fiction Magazines (K. Seibert).
Karen Seibert compiled the very extensive bibliography, Women in
Transition (U. of A. Library. Bibliographic Bulletin y. 1i, no. i). In
September the department issued Vol. III, no. 2 of the FOLIO, the topic
being North American Indian Literature. Karen Seibert completed a
locator guide listing all journals indexed in Psychological Abstracts
since its beginning - a substantial-sized volume. Carol Marstrell com-
piled locator guides for journals indexed in the Guide to Performing
Arts and the Popular Periodical Index.

Karen Seibert was appointed to the University's Folklore Committee.

The department was sorry to lose the valuable support of Gladys
Bean, who retired in August. Carol Elliott joined the department in
September.



Major Strengths

The major strength of the department is the experience and.
knowledge of its staff. This year we have been particularly active in
producing guides and bibliographies (see list under Summary). Some of
these were compiled to help librarians at the desk answer questions
which recur frequently, but require considerable amount of explana-
tion, for instance "How to Find Literary Critiques, or Film Reviews".
A few hours spent on a suitable guide can save countless hours of
repetitious verbal explanations at the desk. Compiling bibliographies
is beneficial to the staff also because the preparatory work makes the
compiler aware of hitherto unknown resources in the reference col-
lection. We also had in mind the help these guides would, provide in
making the various members of the future Central Reference Department,
now in Social Sciences and Central Reference, faînliar with Humanities
reference materials. All these bibliographies could not have been
produced in one year without the excellent typing skill of Gigi Carrillo.

The members of the department have born their share of orientation
tours of the Science-Humanities Library. In addition, special orienta-
tion arrangements were worked out with Shelley Phipps for explaining
the use of PsycholoRical Abstracts to a large number of beginning
psycholor students. This experiment proved successful, showing that
proper coordination between teaching departments and librarians can
greatly increase the effectiveness of reference service.



Limitations

Our major liin.itations continue to be poor security, poor ac-
cessibility of materials and space. It became clear that the depart-
ment does not have the proper physical facilities to manage expensive,
but portable equipment when two tape players - themselves replacements
for ones stolen earlier - were stolen in short succession. These
players will not be replaced until the Media Center is open in the
New Library. In the meantime, persons may check out tapes to use on
the players in the Music Library and the I.M.C.

The problem. with accessibility of material and space are largely
bound up with the innuinent move to the New Library and need little dis-
cussion here. One small observation, however, will be made about un-
bound, non-current issues of periodicals. A considerable amount of
the department's time has been spent on trying to help people find
issues of periodicals. The unbound ones are more difficult to keep
in order than anything else and we must frequently go to the shelf to
help in finding issues. Our experience suggests that in the New
Library these issues should either be bound or kept where staff
assistance is at hand.



Future Plans

The Humanities Reference Department is to be merged into the
new Central Reference Department.



1976

REFERENCE QUESTIONS RECORDED

by the HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT OF THE LIBRARY, U. of A.

FOR THE YEAR JULY 1975 to JULY 1976

1975

JULY 605
AUGUST 716
SEPTEMBER 1,518
OCTOBER 2,152
NOVEMBER 2,163
DECEMBER 1,O1

JANUARY.... 838
FEBRUARY 1,813
MARCH 1,967
APRIL 2,375

675
JUIsIE 855

16,721 TOTAL REFERENCE QUESTIONS

TOTAL NIJMBER OF RECORDINGS AND TAPES CHECKED OUT: 3)46

TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO CHECKED OUT EARPHOHES FOR
USE IN THE LISTENING ROOMS: 357.
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SUMMARY

The 1975-1976 fiscal year at the Instructional Materials Collection

has been one of great activity. The public services aspects of the

Collection were expanded while many old and new projects were completed.

Increased I.M.C. staff participation in the public service aspects

of the Collection encouraged the teaching faculty to double the amount

of requests for class orientations from the previous year. Over

thirty classes representing in excess of six hundred students received

extensive ( 30-45 minute) orientations to the I.M.C.ts materials and

services. Daily individualized orientations and I.M.C. staff

orientations in the classroom also increased. In addition the I.M.C.

staff members organized displays of materials for a half dozen workshops

and institutes including: Simulation Games (Secondary Education),

Ecology Materials (Elementary Education) and Teaching Materials for

the Far East (Oriental Studies).

One of the major projects of the year was making a complete

inventory of the Collection holdings (see addend'um). For a period

of three months, December, January and February, the I.M.C. staff

completed the task of the inventory. The results were enlightening

and very beneficial as the shelf list was brought up to date and now

accurately reflects the holdings of the Collection. In addition

missing items were Tofficially' withdrawn and items missing that were

requested by patrons were replaced.

Another project completed was a carry over from the previous

year, the completion of the Textbook card catalog, the result of



the 1974-1975 textbook reclassification program.

Two major goals were also met during the year: the future of the

I.M.C. was determined and. the present classification scheme was

simplified. A written proposal, upon the request of the TJniversity

Librarian was submitted by the I.M.0 head librarian to incorporate

the present I.M.C. into the new Central Library. The proposal also

included the development of the new Media Center. After lengthy

discussions with library and education faculty the decision was

reached to put the proposal into action (see Future Plans). Following

this decision came the plan to implement the I.M.C's proposal to

reduce the number of different classification schemes (over 20) used

by classifying all new materials into the Library of Congress

classification. This was facilitated by the progress of the OCLC

program in the Cataloging Department.

One major staffing change occurred during the year when Alma

Kinzley resigned in May to relocate outside of Arizona. We were

fortunate to replace her with Maria Gabriela Sonntag who had

worked as a student assistant in the Collection for three years.

In addition to the normal daily routine of thêir jobs, staff

members of the 1MO, were involved in library, university, and

conznunity activities (see addendum for list of these).



STRENGTHS

The major strengths of the Instructional Materials Collection

can be found in three areas: materials, services and staff.

The Collection has an excellent sampling of juvenile literature

and multi-media materials for use in. the classroom for grades

kindergarten through twelfth. The interest and cooperation from the

teaching faculty in these areas has enabled the Collection to best

reflect the needs of its users.

The services offered include in-depth reference service, class

orientations, creation of subject bibliographies and a reserve book

collection for the convenience of the faculty and students in the

Education College. In addition, the I.M.C. participates in workshops

and institutes donating human and material resources. These services

are also extended beyond the Education College to Tucson area

educators.

The career staff is one of the major strengths of the

Collection. All three individuals have specialties in education

which they share in the best interest of professional service

through their reference desk duties. In addition all three

are involved with collection development using their knowledge

to reconmiend purchase of relevant materials in various fields.

This has brought a wider base to the Collection development

program then had before existed. Each member of the staff has her

special areas and each works with appropriate faculty members.



Rae Swedenburg is involved in the areas of career education and bilingual

materials, Bette Holt in the areas of juvenile literature and art education

and Alma Kinzley was involved with early childhood education. The addition

of Maria Gabreila Sonntag strengthens the ability to meet the increased de-

mands for Bilingual Education as she is fluent in English and Spanish.

Additionally, the staff has continued to be creative and interested in the

total operation, always attempting to best utilize the staff and materials

of the collection to best serve the patrons.

LIMITATIONS

The major limitations for the I.M.C. are lack of space, staffing and

money.

The most obvious of these limitations is the lack of space.

Fortunately with the proposed move to the new Central Library much of this

will be alleviated. For the present time, rearrangement of ftrniture and se-

lective weeding of little used materials are the only solution.

The need for additional staffing becomes more apparent each semester as

increased demands on the present staff are made. The staff continues to

overcome these by shifting prioritie and. work loads to take up the slack .t

the reference area. The lack of staffing also keeps the number of hours

open to a minimum even though at present the I.M.C. is open on the average

over a year period more hours per week than any other branch collection in the

library system. There is no simple solution to this except to hope for more

staffing so that we can continue to provide the highest quality service for

the greatest number of hours open. Additional funds are needed for the

purchase of new materials since prices and demands have increased. This is

vital in the areas of non-book materials where prices have soared in recent

years while the demands have paralleled. The I. M. C. staff has become very

selective with the purchasing dollar, always trying to use it in the best

possible way, while attempting to meet the needs of the University Community.



FUTUPE PLANS

The future of the I.M.C. is one which the staff holds with optimism

and excitement. The decision to move the LM.C. staff and materials into the

new Central Library is another step in centralizing the library system at

the University of Arizona. The move will benefit all involved by bringing

together human and material resources spread throughout the library system.

The I.M.C. staff and non-book materials will become the core for the Media

Center in the new library. At the saine time the juvenile collection and

textbook collection will be housed in the general area so that the present

I.M.C. staff will continue to provide reference service for these

materials. Hopefu.11y with the centralization, duplication of work assignments

will be lessened, creating the additional hours needed to meet the increased

public service assignments.

Our long and short term goals for the coming year ceñter around the

move (winding dom the present I.M.C. operation) and the development of the

new Media Center while continuing to provide the quality of service that we

have provided in the past.



ITWENTORY STATISTICS

June l974-

ADDENDUM TO 1975-76 ARTIIJAL REPORT

19752

1As reported in Annaul Report 1973-74.

2uick inventory made from shelf-list June 1975.

3Complete inventory December 1975 - February 1976.

It is impossible to determine how the inflated figures set forth in

the 1973-74 Annual Report were collected. Two distinct possibilities exist;

one, that the figures are accurate and over 11,000 items were lost in a

year period (or) two, the method in which statistics were collected was

inconsistan1 with any new acquisitions counted while withdrawn material was never

removed from this count. The latter is the most logical and. is what we feel

actually happened.

June Feb. l976

Trade
Books 17,213 13,698 11,893

Text 14,379 7,553 9,726

Curri-
culum
Guides 1,619 912 951

Total
Print 33,201 22,163 22,570

Non-
Book 9,398 9,660 10,288

Total 42,599 31,823 32,858



ADDENDTJM TO 1975-76 ANNUAL REPORT

STAFF ACTIVITIES

Stephen Bahre, Head Instructional Materials Librarian

CHAIRPERSON: Library Faculty Orientation Committee, Computer Based

Instruction/Computer Users Group, Exhibits for the Arizona State Library

Association (ASLA) Conference. PRESIDENT ELECT: College and University

Division, ASLA. IVNDER: ASLA, Library Staff Association, Plato IV Interest

Group, Library Orientation Advisory Committee, and Library Promotion and

Tenure Committee. PUBLICATIONS: Atlas of Arizona, Arizona Information Press,

Yuma.

Bette Holtg Library Assistant I.

MENDER: Arizona State Library Association, Library Staff Association.

EGIIBITS: Organized IMC exhibit for Wildcat Country Week. EDUCATION: Completed

six units toward the completion of a second BachelorTs Degree in Art Education.

PUBLICATIONS: (in progress) Bibliography concerning feminist materials for

the classroom.

Alma Kinzley, Library ClerkII.

PUBLICATIONS: Environmental Crisis, a 32 page bibliography of classroom

materials on the environment, IMC special bibliography no. 2.

Rae Swedenburg, Library Assistant II (Assistant Head).

HISTORIAN for the Library Staff Association, University of Arizona

Library. MEMBER: Library Staff Association Executive Council. EDUCATION:

Completed additional six units toward a Bachelors of Arts degree.

PUBLICATIONS: (in progress) Bibliography concerning Spanish language and

bilingual materials in the INC and how to locate them.



1975-1976 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS COLLFCTION STATISTICS

6-30-1975

Inventory

2-1-1976

New
Adds Withdram Net

6-30-1976
Total

TRADE 13,698 11,893 377 512 -135 11,758

TEXTBOOKS 7,553 9,726 227 11 216 9,942

CURRICULUM
GUIDES 912 951 40 -40 911

PRINT TOTAL 22,163 22,570 604 563 41 22,611

NON-BOOK 9,660 10,288 990 65 925 11,213

TOTAL 31,823 32,858 1,594 628 966 33,824

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

1973-1974 1974-1975 1975-1976

RESERVE 20,908 29,145 33,388

REGULAR 40,357 39,414 36,670

TOTAL 61,265 68,559 70,058

REFERENCE NA 3,480 4,100

LARGEST (10-1973) (4-1975) (9-1975)
MONTH 8,540 9,529 8,634

SMALLEST (1-1974) (8-1974) (5-1976)
MONTH 2,648 2,742 2,202
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SUiRY

1975 - 76 win be marked as the year the Graduate Library School took
a new direction venturing into the world of bilingualiSm and bicultur-
alism. hith the funding of a Graduate Library institute for Spanish-
speaking irnericans (GLIS) under Title II, fifteen graduate students
of common Spanish heritage were able to become professional librarians.
Tris 11 help ease a recognized problem, that of the lack of ified
people to serve our second largest minority. The enthusiasm and dedi -
cation that these students exude and their esprit de corps have been an
example to the rest of the students and have given new interest to our
work. The LSC reflects this new direction fri its acquisitions program,
Spanish books on using the library and guiding the new user have been
purchased and emphasis is given to books describing outreach programs
and service.

in CCLC texeinal on loan to the GLS for 45 clays on an experimental basis
was housed in the library providing a worthwhile learning experience not
only for the dvanced Cataloging" students who were given special instruc-
tion, but to all students and staff who were made aware of the possibili-
ties of its use for public service. The LSC staff took a crash course
on how to use the terminal in order to help solve sorne minor crises.

The "asic ReferenceUclass was taught this year in a new experimental
way whereby 1alf the class was given traditional lectures and the other
half used the audio-tutotial method by listening to lectures on tape
while they examined the material being referred to at their own pace.
Three cassette players were purchased by the GLS for that purpose and
affixed to carrels in the LSC. This entailed scheduling the students
to their listening posts and learning to cope with loose tapes and/or
other non-book problems.

Handling some of these innovations and the librarian' s articipation in
a large number of activities was only possible because of the new staff
position and conseguent streamlining of our procedures.

In the FaJ1 semester the librarian was invited to take part in a team-
teaching experiment with Director Dickinson, leading a weekly discussion
session for the "Trends in Library Service" class. As a member of the

IS advisory Committee she attended meetings and participated in every
function presented by of for the GLISA participants, such as "Information
Fair" in the Barrio. She will be an evaluator of a pilot workshop of
"Proyecto Leer", sponsored by GAS to teach librarians about available
materials for the Spanish-speaking, which will take place at the U of A.
As part of her duties as a Library faculty member she acted as chairper-
son of the Committee on Affirmative Action and the Committee of Spanish
Language and Chicano Resources, and is a member of the Committee on Collec-
tien Development. She attended an LIA conference in San Francisco and a
conference of Chicano librarians at San Diego State College. At the in-
vitation of the GLISA director, Dr. Trejo, she was one of the speakers in
a series of lectures, speaking to the participants on "The Non-Anglo Li-
brarian in the Academic Library", and at the invitation of the Library
Students' Association she took part in a panel discussion on '"Jomen and
Professionalism". She received an award for service from the Latin Amer-
ican Student's Club for her efforts towards helping the Spanish-speaking
students use the library.



MAJOR sTRSI:GTHs

The creation of a full-time clerical position this year had a major
bearing on ou.r satisfactory accomplishment of the year' s work. A
Library Clerk I was hired lesa Augst and thanks to ber diligence
and calm efficiencv the op't'ation of the library ran srnoothPy even.
ahen the librarian was engaged in committee work or related activi-
ties. Geraldine Lovegreen has taken over the major portion on the
circulation procedures, reserve collection, checking in of periodicals,
etc. The three student assistants who covered the evening and saturday
morning hours that the library, is open were extremely able and helpful.
iie are always very grateful to have graduate library school students
eager to work ir. tìe collection and we see -hat they work at -a variety
of duties so that they get a better overview of library work rather
than merely perform routine tasks. As a service to both the students
pnd the TJA Library we keep .referral file of those students who de-
sire part-time. employment in the library system.

Other than our dedicated staff, a salient feature of the Library
Science Collection is the supportive, friendly relationship iith the
faculty and staff of the Graduate Library School. And the thing that
ties us together is our common interest in our students whom - because
of their relatively small number and the fact that they use the library
daily - we get to know personally and help individually.

The collection is, at this time, well rounded and, up to date. All
current nublications dealing with library science are purchased, mostly
througa tite Baer and Telor approval plan, and are coming in wianout
delay. Acquisitions lists of other library school libraries are received
and checked and it should be said that ours compares very favorably.

Je have changed the format of our list of acquisitions which now appears
quarterly and is selective and annotated rather than ar all inclusive
list of titles.



:LJCR LIPIT:TIClS

Cur major limitation seems to be, increasingly, one of space. The
collection continues to grow and we iave a lerger number of students
each year. Two thirds of the library' s main room are occunied by
stacks ami the spce left for students! seatihi is almost inadeouate
already. If the shelves continue to f ill at the sse pace in one
year we will need to put un another row of shelvirg limiting the
seain snece even more.

Keening in mind the overall ricture of the SeiVjCe that the UL Lib-
rary is committed to offering the facudtv and students it may even-
tually prove necessary to inteCrate this collection into the Cenerai
collection in the new library Using the present ouarters as a reading
room, or a hitì1 use only, noa-circnlating, reseIre collection. L
recommenaaton ci tais tenor nas been suomarted to trie Lniverslty
Library tdministration but it was not considered ap roriate to ia le-
meut it at this time.

L second problem caused by the lack of snace is the imj:ossibility
cf adding even one more filing cabinet for ecoansion of our vertical
files. These are already filled to capacity and. we wil] Have to
drastically limit the ephemeral rn.ateriml that ;e add.



FUTTJFLE PLANS

kswe aim Cor ever better service within the limitations of space
that we noted, the first thing we plan for the future is a careful
selection of addilions. This does not mean that we will Iiit
the growth of the coLlection, but rather, that soue new titles will
}are to he located in the Z stacks in the Pain Library. n:otiier
move towards sang space will he limiting dupliCation of titles
1 ready in the library system. he will also try to curtail our

reference colle tien in the sense that we will try to have all the
tools necessary for exar.ination and evaluation but not necessaly
keep current subscriptions, because the puryose of their being in
the LSC is that of providing a learning exoenicuce and not for theuSC stif o give reference assstance other than that which isspecific to library science.

Pot all our future plans are negative, however, s a result of our
associalion with GLISi we have become aware of the need to accuire
materials in Spanish and about librarianshj in Latin enerica. We
will do that, as well as continue to co1ecb catalogs and biblio-
graphies of materials for the Spanish-speaking which are used in ourSesce to thioic Pinoiities class, a class which is ever more
ìcoular and, ir so far as we could ascertain, the only such cLss in
any library school.

Communication with the Library Science Librarians' Discussion Group
was established this year. The LSC participates in an exchange of
achuisilions lists with the other library science librarians, and
responded to a cjuestiorniaire that will be the basis for a directory
of library science collections. The group is planning an institute
sometime this year in which we hope to take part.



APPENDIX

HOLDINGS 1974/75 1975/76

Monographs 7,056 7,547

Periodicals 268 302

Non-book

Microfilm 199 393

Microfiche 82

Cassettes 20 24

CIRCULATION

Home Use 6,364 8,611

Reserves 5,068 10,802
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SUMMARY

After considering the department's total operation during the year, I can
report that public service and technical processing have goria forward at a
satisfactory rate even though there were difficult periods when the depart-
ment s under staffed.

Requests for public service have been many and varied. In some respects
this deartment's reference service can be equated to Central Reference in
that patrons wanted information covering a wide range of subjects and ereas.
Throughout the year the staff assisted faculty members by arranging fortfr
classes to meet in the department, by conducting departmental tours for the
students, lecturing to classes, placing materials on reserve for special as-
signrnents, and by providing teaching materials for class room use. Tele -
phone reference service increased over other years, and a noticeable number
of calls were from out of town libraries. Special borrowers continued t o
use the services and resources of the department. Approxitely one third
of the staff 's time was used to provide loan and reference service to o ff
campus patrons.

Collection building in this specialized area of the Library becomes in or e
difficult as tine goes along because the cost of the cartographic materials
continues to increase drastically. To cope with this situation selection
priorities were fdllowed.faithflllly. Within this frame work some excellent
thematic maps, atlases, serials, irks on cartography and map librarianship,
orthophotoquads, gazetteers, cartobibliographies and several original in aps
dated 1696, 1827 and 1850 were.asng the new items acquired this year. The
Geological Survey and the Defense Mapping Agency provided topographic a n d
thematic sheets through their map depository progrm, and several patrons
contributed personal map collections. As the year ends a total of 4,884
items were selected, ordered, processed and cataloged by the staff. It thou]d
be noted that catalog cards for some of our reference books were produced
through OCLC. Our ma cataloger, Mrs. Linda Cottreli, attended the Catalog
Department's CCLC planning sessions, and during the year she has worked with
the catalogers in an effort to devise a satisfactory method of incorporat -
ing OCLC into our departmental book cataloging procedures.

Preservation measures, which include the tuziting and repairing of damaged
sheet maps, are a never ending process in this department. In addition to
our long standing custom of mak1rg protective cases for older sheet map s,
we are now having slip cases made for some of the early atlases in the reí'-
e rence section.

Staff members also found time to complete a number of projects during the
year. Mrs. Christine Ziegler, Library Assistant II, completed a place

mg listing for three Arizona counties, and has finished the inumenta1
task of indexing the Geological Survey' s out-of-print topographic quadran-
gles for the fifty statés. Special mention should be made of the fact t
very few map libraries in the country have established this control. Our
new reference librarian, Miss Cheryl Cournans, collected the materials and
assembled an information file on aerial photography, drafted index maps for
a number of large sets, and ássud responsibility for our department' s

ntb1y acquisitions list.

i
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MLJ STflNGTHS

Class participation is one way in which staff members have had an opoortu-

nity to make information about the map library available to students. Dur-

ing the first week of the fall semester Mary Blakeley talked to the Library

Science 3.48 class about the selection, acquisition and processing of carto-

graphic materials. When the library interns from the University's Graduate

Library School met in the Map Collection, Linda Cottreli and Mary Blakeley

onducted discussion sessions pertaining to technical processing in a uni-

versity map library. Departmental tours were led by the professional athif

for Dr. Lay Gthson's class in Economic Geography. During the second seines-

ter two hundred students in Geology 2A were given instruction in locating

7.5' and 15' topographic quadrangles through the 'use of index maps.

Several members of the teaching faculty held classes in Room 311 for t he

prupose of using various cartographic materials during class lectures.

Professor Philip Newlin brought his Civil Engineering students to the Map

Collection to study the relationship between orthophotoquads and large sca3e

topographic mapping. For the second time Dr. Ursula Lamb held one of her

History of Discovery classes in the department in order that she might il-

].ustrate her lecture with some of our more important works on historical

cartography.

Providir'g information to patrons in the Tucson community is ather way 1n

which this department can serve. This year one such request concerned the

work of a Tucson committee to place El Presidio Park in the National Re -

gister of Historic Places. When this committee learned that the State it-

toric Sites Comiittee required- them to use Universal Transverse Mercator

grid references in their description of this property, one member came to

the .p Collection for help. Miss Cou.mans very ably solved this problem

for the grateful patron.

Requests for reference service also came to us from scholars, writers, ge-

ologists and other map users in various parts of the country. The Ra n d

McNally Company in Chicago placed an urgent call to the Map Collection

seeking information on recent changes in the Distrito Federal, Ciudad d e

Mexico's delegaciones. Mrs. CottrelJ. successfully researched this ques.on

and was informed that the new edition of the Company's International Atlas

will show these changes.



MA2OR LDTATIONS

The department' s major liiitations concern the lack of space for future
development of the map collection, however many of these problems will
be solved when we neve into our spacious quarters in the neu University
Library.

Since 1972 staff members have participated in departmental discussion
sessions concerning the organization and planning of this new area. The
staff considered the arrangement of equipment for the convenience of our
patrons, changes in the present map filing system, improvements in staff
work areas, and the operational procedures that will need to be followed
in the en1rged department. Plans include sufficient storage to house a
map collection twice the size of current holdings.

3



FUTURE PLANS

Future plans are focused on the services that can be provided to map users
in the new Library. Since the noise caused by opening and closing the map
cases will be restricted to the stack, the map reading room will be a much
quieter area in which to use ps and to conduct research relating to car-
tographic materials. For this reason the staff is looking forward to hav-
ing a increasing number of students, faculty and other patrons use the re-
aources of the department.

During the coming fall semester staff members will be preparing guides tat
can be used by patrons to assist them in locating sheet maps in the stack
and reference books in the new reading room. Cartoblbliographies and oth.'
er departmental publications will be issued to provide map users with je.'.
formation about our holdings.

Plans for the new Library include an area quipped "4th tracing and drafting
tables for the use of map makers. The staff cartographer will be available
to aS8lst patrons with drafting problems.

One of our most important goals will be to expand map coverage of the for-
eign countries that are of special interest to the University community.
By having ample storage to accommodate the future growth of the collection,
we will be able to acquire large scale sets of topographic maps that are
needed for research purposes.

Future plans include the development of a historical file of the C'eologi-.
cal Survey's topographic quadrangies of the United States. These early
federal government depository maps provide map users with a valuable source
of information for research purposes.

The st important new procedure to be imitiated in the coming year will
be the automated cataloging of sheet maps.



Circulation

Charged from Map Collection for Home Use

Map Collection Use

Ref erenc e

Inquiries Answered 3,721

APPENDIX

Acquisitions Statistics

Items Processed 1975/1976 TOTAL HOLDINGS

Aerial Photographs 82 14,698

Bound Volunies 287 2,658

Globes O 10

Sheet Maps 120,644

- Depository 2,882

- Gifts 778

- Purchased 855

TOTAL ADDED 1975/1976 4,884 138,010

Items Withdrawn 1975/1976 1,098

TOTAL HOLDINGS 136,912

Public Services Statistics

5,914

18,917
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S IJMMARY

Growth is evident in spite of limitations of space and staff. A larger
(20 per cent) music student body and a growing faculty were served during

the past year. Music and recordings numbering 5,3l were acquired and
processed; 5,569 gifts were received. Scholarly items, monumenta, etc.,
were purchased to add depth to the collection; orientation was carried

forward, as were the making of specialized indexes and the acquisition
of special collections. A high standard of reference service was main-

tained. Optimum service cannot be given, however, until all book, music,
reference volumes and journals are together in one area.

In our effort to overcome a severe shortage of listening facilities and

serve the needs of 2,500 students enrolled in music classes, a rapid
copier for cassette tapes was employed to provide large numbers of
cassettes for circulation. While this experiment successfully met the
needs of the students and the library, it should be looked upon only as
a temporary expediency until such time when a large number of carrels

with audio equipment can be made available.

Time and effort spent in the selection and purchase of music was reduced
by subscribing to an approval purchase plan for music published in Europe.
A similar arrangement for music published in the United States will be
undertaken during the coming year.

A request is made for additional staff, both for a new position and wages
personnel, to meet the need for increased clerical work and paging duties
to service a collection of 80,000 items.

A committee headed by J. Robert Adams, Associate University Librarian,
investigated the availability of space for expansion of Music Collection
quarters.

Specific plans for the immediate future of the Music Collection are
difficult to project because of uncertainty concerning its future re-

location.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

New Use of Cassette Tapes

A rapid tape copier was used to place music on multiple cassettes for

listening assignments for large survey and music history classes. This

method of providing students with take-home material has eased the crowd-

ing in the Listening Room, aided in reducing desk traffic and inhibited

wear and tear on the record collection. The use of cassettes places a

greater burden upon the staff in the handling of audio equipment at the

desk, however.

Approval Purchasing

On an experimental basis a purchasing profile was designed and a standing

order for music published in Europe was placed with a German music dealer.

This has helped to cut the time involved in the selection and purchase of

music. The experiment is felt to be a successful one and a similar plan

for approval purchase of music printed in the United States is contem-

plated for the coming year.

Acquisitions

The number of gifts received during the year (5,569) was significant in

that it indicated the interest and good will not only of donors on campus

but of Tucson residents and individuals within the State. Many items of

music and two record collections were received from students.

Scores, sheet music, recordings and tapes numbering 5,331 were added to the

collection during the year.

General Activity

Although problems concerning space and services seem to predominate,

positive aspects relating to the Music Collection activity are present.

We have a staff to ihorii service to borrowers is of primary importance.

The collection continues to grow in size and depth and contains many

significant scholarly items. Holdings of sets of monumenta and complete

works of individual composers are notable. Efforts have been made to en-

large and complete journal holdings. Reference service, orientation and

the making of specialized indexes are carried forward.

In the future, when appropriate space is available and all music, books,

journals and recorded materials can be assembled in one area, holdings

in the field of music will be found to be well in keeping with the size

and scholarly standards of this University.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Need for Space

In the recent past, each annual report has pointed Out the urgent need

for additional room for music and staff in the Music Collection. Vitally

important is the need to combine music with books and journals now housed

in the Main Library in order to give full service. A committee headed by

J. Robert Adams, Associate University Librarian, was appointed by the

University Librarian to consider a short-term solution for providing addi-

tional space for the Music Collection. Several possibilities for the

temporary extension of space were suggested in a report submitted by the

Committee, but no completely suitable short-term solution is apparent at

this time.

Need for Additional Staff

An additional staff position and an increase in the wages budget are

necessary.

The student body of the School of Music continues to increase (there was

a 20 per cent increase in registration in the School of Music during the

past year.) Work at the Circulation Desk grows heavier. Hours of ser-

vice have been extended to cover evenings during the summer sessions.

The library has extended its schedule to include Sundays throughout the

school year. Overdues have doubled. The services of a full-time typist

are needed to assume responsibilities for overdues and to prepare lists

of new acquisitions for the music faculty. Music staff are now required

to undertake work formerly performed by the Catalog Department personnel.

Although these additional demands have been made upon it, the Music Collec-

tion staff remains the same size as in former years.

The past year's meager wage allotment allows for only one student assis-

tant on a work-study basis to handle shelving responsibilities for an

annual circulation of 80,000. An increase is needed to provide for the
hiring of two additional student assistants and for desk personnel to

cover the extension of hours which the library is open.



FUTURE PLANS

In view of the uncertainty of the location of the Music Collection in
the immediate future, no short-term plans can be made other than to

give good service and to continue to build the collection. The Library
Administration has given supportive assistance in endeavoring to obtain

additional space for expansion.

As has been noted in former reports, long-range plans should be centered

upon the provision of a fine and performing arts library center adjacent

to the Colleges of Fine Arts and Architecture.



MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT
July 1, 1975 -- June 30, 1976

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

Building Use

Records
Tapes (included with records)

Other

Home Use

Records
Tapes (included with records)

Other

Total Circulation

*Drop in circulation occurs in area of record use; new method of
lending prepared tapes for home circulation obviated use of many
recordings iii Listening Room.

30,567

14,955

14,714

19,228

*79,464

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores 2,476 244 25,956

Sheet Music 1,388 3 17,528

Teaching Materials 0 36 15,760

Collection
Classroom Collection 368 76 1,105

Records 1,099 206 16,934
Tapes O O 407

Microcard O O 506

Pamphlets 0 0 763

Total Holdings 5,331 565 78,959

REFERENCE SERVICE 4,010
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GENERAL SUMMARY

Because of our major role as supportive of the Oriental Studies

programs, and since the Oriental Studies faculty takes such an active

interest in the development of the Oriental Studies Collection (OSC)

and has been successful in obtaining gifts and grants for library acqui-

sitions, the direction and depth of OS curriculum and faculty expansion

has direct consequences for the OSC. The OS Department expansion in-

cludes: continued Government (HEW) grants for the Mid-East Center pro-

gram and the new three-year Far East Center program; establishing Judaic

studies within Oriental Studies; addition of lO new faculty and offering

25-30 new courses for 1916-77.
In addition to those materials received in OSC through regular

budget purchase, gifts, grants, and the PL-)-8O acquisitions--both Arabic

and the new South Asian language materials--caused unusually heavy de-

mands on OSC.

The OS faculty and student requests for library resources and the

need for more personnel and services, all within present budget limita-

tions, were met by the Library Administration, first, by reorganizing

OSC technical services, then by reviewing and reorganizing the entire

department. Solution and changes effected were:

July 1, 1975, John Pitcher, Catalog Librarian, was hired on a
full-time basis to handle Mid-East and South Asian materials,
and part-time assistants, Linda Wentink and Anne Baskett were
hired to help.

A system for housing and circulating uncataloged Mid-East and
South Asian materials was set up.

A decision was made to move all cataloging to main Catalog Dept.
after July 1, 1976. From that date Gene Hsiao will catalog both
Chinese and Japanese materials with part-time Japanese assistance.
Yaeko Putzar received her Library Science degree in May and. can
no longer work as a Library Clerk II.

. Chinese and Japanese materials are to be cataloged in Library of
Congress classification after July 1, 1916.
Key-punching began for all L.C. classed books in OSC (Hindi and
tJrdu first). These will eventually be circulated through auto-
matic check-out at the Loan Desk.

OSC administration was reorganized. Search for a iew department
Head was begun. John B. Liu and Mary McVhorter are to continue
as Chinese and Japanese reference, bibliography and selection
specialists in their respective areas, with Shizuko Radbill,
Library Clerk II, assisting in the Japanese Collection and part-time
student help in the Chinese area.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Major strengths for this year have been in our acquisitions.

Gifts froni the Palace Museum and the National Central Library,

Taiwan, totalling 372 titles, 1,160 vols., have been promised to the

Chinese Collection. Another notable acquisition in the Chinese Collection,

which was bought with regular purchase funds, is Ssu ku chun shu chen pn,

series 6, (Reprint edition of Chinese rare books) 4OO vols.

This year we received all the books from the Expo Fund grant and

the Mitsubishi gift which, with Library matching funds, totalled $30,000.

Through these funds we were able to buy not only faculty requests for

immediate needs and new programs, but to acquire special works such as

Kojisho, (Facsimile reproductions of Old Japanese Dictionaries, and the

new Japanese Encyclopedia Britannica, Buritanica kokusai daihyakka jiten.

Becoming the depository for PL-L8O South Asia language materials in

April, 1975, and continuing the Arabic PL-)-i.80 program, are strong factors

in attracting faculty and students to U. of A.

Many excellent Mid-East reference works were added to the collection.

Outstanding is the Persian dictionary, Dihkhodah. Lughat-name, 191 fasicles.

This year saw the arrival of the first Hindi and tJrd.0 language

newspapers, Persian language newspaper, and 20 year's period of the important

al-Abram on microfilm.



MAJOR LflVIITATIONS

Budget for personnel always seems to be a limitation felt in OSC,

but this year it was particularly noticeable due to the extra gifts

and grants in the Japanese and Chinese collection, the increase in Mid-

East cataloging, and the decision to house and circulate uncataloged

materials and cards for Mid-East and South Asian materials in OSC.

OSC has area and language specialists in Chinese and Japanese,

but none in the fast-growing Mid-East and South Asia fields. Not only

someone for reference, bibliography, and selection, but also staff for

shelving and filing is needed. Patron use and circulation in Mid-East

and South Asia materials has accounted for much of the increase in

OSC information and other public services.

We need. still more display shelving for periodicals and newspapers,

and a visible file with listings for all Asian journals. The continued

req.uests of O.S. faculty for selected Westernlanguage Oriental Studies

journals to be kept in OSC should receive our attention.

This year's book budget for OSC vernacular materials was$lO,Li.5O.

Until this year that amount has been used largely for Chinese and

Japanese materials. Arabic, the third largest collection in OSC, has

received free materials through the PL-1480 program. Now S. Asia

also receives free PL-48O materials.

But a new fast-growing Persian program and many special requests

for other Mid-East and S. Asia material not included in PL-480 acqui-

sitions has caused the OS Departmental Library Committee to recommend

a dividing of the OSC budget among four areas instead of two.

Thus, the present OSC acquistions budget seems unrealistic, and

perhaps this figure should be reconsidered.



FtJTTJRE PLANS

Immediate future plans will be to set up our method of functioning

during the period of waiting until a new Head is chosen. During this

time Mary Dale Paisson will be acting Head and we should consider this

a planning time.

Since there are many changes in persomiel and certain operations,

we will have to plan our needs and how to use the present budget to fit

those needs.

When the new Head is chosen there will be further adjustments, and

in December, when the move to the new library is made, OSO will again

have major decisions to make.

We plan to centralize all OSO reference materials and hope to be

able to sep up a new periodicals and newspaper center with better control,

a visible index, and more effective display and reading areas.

Basically, our future plans will require flexibility and cooperation

from all of us.
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I.
'T' rrD1'uiJt .L

This past year was the most demanding the Science Library has ever Laced.

We began, in July, minus two experienced librarians; and seven months

later, one of the ablest librarians we have ever had left for a better

position. When new staff were added, they were either temporary or in-

experienced, or both. Thus for rauch of the year, Science was at less

than full strength. Happily, we now have a Lull, permanent staff. They

fnay lack experience, but they do not lack desire and this has helped enor-

mously.

Our problems were compounded by a remarkable increase (over twenty percent)

in the number of reference questions asked. We are pleased we could cope

with this record number of requests. But those additional 3,300 questions

did take away from us many hours that we would have devoted to other im-

portant tasks like planning, training and book selection.

With the departure and arrival of so many people, reassignments of duties

were necessary. Mr. Espenshade assumed responsibility for collection de-

velopment, while I took over the Reference Room. Mr. Syed Khan, who join-

ed us on 1 January, now oversees our card catalog operations; Ms. Sharon

Seide arrived in mid-January and is now in charge of Serials; lastly, Ms.

Joan Murphy, who began in mid-April, is responsible for the Microforms

Room, displays and our pamphlet file.

Book selection and coflection development have consumed a good deal of our

time. Since the Baker & Taylor Company provides the Library with relative-

ly little in science and technology, the Science staff has had to continue

searching reviews, advertisements, etc. as diligently as before. Planning

for Science's expansion continued despite 11 the other demands on our time.

The collection contInued to grow at a fast rate. Because of the temporary

slowdown in cataloging at Main, book acquisitions actually lagged a bit be-

hind previous years. Still, we did add over 6,000 bound volumes and 170

new serial and periodical titles. In addition, Science Documents acquired

about 6,000 pieces in hard copy or microform. Thus our coflection is near-

ing the 800,000 mark.



II. MAJOR STTENGTHS. AND ACCOLISINTS

The fruit of much of this :lear's labor will appear in the months to come.
The hours spent on revising our expansion plans are just now beginning to
show in the forni of specific recommendations, floor plans, and so forth.
Similarly, plans are well underway for a Patents Norkshop next fall.

It is stretching things a bit to use the word "major" to describe the ac-
complishments which follow. Nonetheless, they figured importantly in the
year's activities. As mentioned in Part I, responsibility for various as-
pects of Science's operations were re-distributed. Also, the ordering pro-
cedures were simplified by removing book requests from our On Order file;
we may lose a bit in not having immediately at hand a record of the mono-
graphs we have recommended, but this does eliminate a lot of filing and
checking. Science will stifl keep a record of its new and backfile serials
requests and of series for which standing orders exist. Because we no

longer have a file of our ovin book orders and because the teaching faculty
sometimes are tardy in forwarding our suggestions, or mislay them entirely,
most of our book orders are now sent directly to Acquisitions. We will

continue, however, to consult the various departments on expensive and/or
borderline materials.

In connection with a new course on technical writing, Mr. Espenshade select-
ed a number of titles to bolster our holdings. Mrs. Wright completed and
arranged for publication a pamphlet entitled, "Public Health Service Numbers,
1950-1971, Converted to Superintendent of Documents Classification." This

title may be in demand all over the country. Mr. }Oian introduced improve-
ments in our Card Catalog Office procedures and Ms. Murphy has begun a thor-
ough revamping of our Pamphlet File. Also, part of the reference collection
has been compacted to allow us to bring together all the "Z" materials.

Besides filling in many gaps in its periodical backfiles, Science started
subscriptions to 172 more periodicals and acquired a number of important
books. The most useful, as well as most costly, of those titles is the
cumulated edition of the Science Citation Index; another; the Index to Sci-
entific Reviews, should prove valuable to those embarking on new areas of
research; and the microfiche set of NACA reports, lL.,000 in all, gives us
many technical papers which our users have wanted over the years.



IAJOP. LLIITATIOS A.LD NE.A10ESSES

If one judges from. our card catalogs, Science is likely to have virtually
everrbhing that most its clientele would need. In fact, faculty arid staff
all too often were unable to find the materials they sought. The reason is
-bhreefold: books arid journals were stolen or hidden in the stacks; second-
ly, materials which had been used were not reshelveci promptly; and thirdly,
a fair amount of the popular and/or important matter has been cut out of
periodicals and books. To look on the brighter side, mutilation seems to
have decreased this year. But then, it may be that our patrons have found
it is as easy to steal the whole thing as it is to cut it up.

We reetted not being able to continue computer-based searching. In re-
trospect this could be looked upon as a blessing of sorts, because we lack-
ed both the staff and the time for these searches. With the eat increase
in questions asked, many more hours were devoted to reference work. This,

in itself, was not bad. But it meant we had less time for planning, collec-
tion development, doing more committee work, etc.

The delay in moving into the new building has hurt Science. Everyday our

stacks become more crowded. Liaterials are unshelved, misplaced or aned
together for lack of space; and some things were shelved out of sequence
because there was no room for them in their proper places, or time for the
shelvers to rnke room.

Four years ago, the Swank Report commented on the need for more binding.
So it was good to see so much shipped off to Roswell. However, there is

still a long way to go. Until we are caught up, the collection, our patrons
and the staff will suffer.

Our current periodicals reading area has been only a limited success. The

idea of having an area where people can go to read the recent £ssues of our
more important arid popular journals is good. But that area is unguarded,
so various issues are carted off and may not reappear for some time. Our

patrons often could not find what they wanted. Jhen we expand next year,

11 current, unbound issues will be housed in one room. Though it will not
be staffed, this should improve matters because, whether or not the issues

are on the shelf at the time, our users will know there is but one spot where

they should be.



Iv FUTUPE PLANS

Like the rest of the Library, Science has been looking forward to the open-

ing of Tew i-iain. For when it opens, Humanities u-ill move, giving us an ad-

ditionaj- one-and-a-half floors of much needed space. Our goal is -to distrib-

ute our holdings throughout the four-and-half floors then available in a ra-

tional and practicable manner, fl10-ring ample room for growth.

Some time ago we developed just such a scheme. This plan, however, left the

Reference Room much as it is and relegated the Dewey books to the Fifth Floor -

we are reconsidering both these ideas.

We shall work out an arrangement which keeps the Dewey numbers adjacent to

their Library of Congress equivalents. Lleanwhile, most of our efforts have

focused on the interrelated problems of locating' the card catalogs and the

reference desks in the best possible sites. After lengthy discussions we

have arrived at a consensus on the major aspects, but there are stili many

details left to be settled.

We plan to have a series of informal seminars on various reference tools.

The works to be discussed are already known to the staff, but we felt that

it would not hurt to "brush up." One of us might discuss biographical

sources for example, while another will cover biological materials. Eut

this will have to wait until our expansion plans are more complete.



APPROXThIATE HOLDINGS1

APPENDIX I

795,000

Books and Bound Periodicals Titles Volumes

As of 1 July 1975 87,500 213,500
As of 1 July 1976 91,500 220,000

2 3 L.
Other aterials Microforms Documents Misc. Total

REFERENCE QUESTIONS l97./75 1975/76

15,650 18,327

INTERLIBRAB.Y LOANS

NICROFORMS USE Funi Cards Fiche Total

AEC NASA 0TIS

Totals for books and other niaterials have been rounded off to avoid
giving a false impression of exactness.

Microcards 91,000
Microfiche Documents 307,629
Other Microfiche 9,787
Microfilm 1,725
Excludes documents on microfiche

14. Agricultural Pamphlet File 307
Pamphlet Coflection 1420
Scientific American Offprints 700

l97Li./75 1,278 580 529 136 70 2,593
1975/76 2,533 959 1,353 802 558 6,205

As of 1 July 1975 358,L00 lLi.9,800 5,300 513,500
As of 1 July 1976 Li.10,lOO 163,800 i,L.00 565,300

Requests Rec'd. froni Other Libraries 805 1,006
Materials Requested by Science 516 599

1,321 1,605
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I StJ'1ARY

The major accomplishment of any public service unit can only be summarized by
the number of persons served and. the quality of service rendered. The record
of the Department in both categories reveals consistent acceleration over the
past four years. A comparison of the past two fiscal years follows:

1975/76*

20,366
7,538

3,227

663

289
*Statistics include an estimate for the month of June.

We feel that the increase in the number of users is in direct proportion to
the amount of formal instruction given to classes. This program consists of a
lecture extending for a full class period, or longer, in the Library or in the
classroom, the distribution of a carefully prepared bibliography, and. usually a
tour. A significant upward trend. will be noted in these figures:

1974/75 1975/76
Number of Classes 57 71
Number of Students 1,883 2,387

In addition to the above, each reference librarian contributed to the program
of the Orientation Librarian through tours of lowerdivision students in
Speech, glish and Psychologr.

Mrs. Ferrell carried out a number of significant projects. For the first six
months of the fiscal year, she codirected. the Drug Abuse Information Center
and arranged. a national conference held in Pucson. During the spring term
she taught once again the course in the Graduate Library School: Literature
of the Social Sciences.

Virginia Rice continues to maintain -the Arizona Index, which now includes the
coverage of over fifty journals, With twelve other libraries subscribing to
the card service. 1700 entries were added. during the year, She conducted. a
workship on oral history in Prescott in the fall. Miss Rice was awarded.
recognition for her Oral History Project, "Phe Voices of Arizona", and
received funding as an Arizona Bicentennial Project in order that the tapes
may be transcribed.

Mr. Alan Stein continues to serve in the business area through building the
collection and. working with faculty and students personally, and. in groups.
He worked with the Valley National Bank and the Greenlee County Chamber of
Commerce on the topic of small business administration. He assisted
Professor Price in the implementation of a grant concerning public works
and. -the environment.

Mrs. Higley taught Library Techniques 289 during the fall and spring. She
compiled. literature searches for a member of the Commission on Improved
Governmental Management, Vice President Johnson's office, and for Professor
Wright of the Early Childhood Center. Lists of journals were compiled for
the Higher Education faculty, as well as a bibliography of sources on the
community college.

Reference Inquiries Answered

Use of ERIC

Use of 10K

Use of Annual Reports

Use of ERAF

*
1974/75

17,355
6,575

2,528

259

2,411



II. STRGTHS

A cooperative and dedicated staff has concluded another remarkable year.
In spite of numerous difficulties arising from surroundings, and the
lack of clerical staff, each person has extended himself beyond the
requirements of a job description. For the fourth consecutive year,
statistics prove that our team approach to formal instruction and follow-
-through is an effective method of accelerating library objectives.

Each staff member participates in the desk schedule, including -the
Department Head, on a rotating basis. At peak periods it is not unusual
for three persons to be on the floor. This kind of team work and
cooperation cannot be overestimated, and is very much appreciated by our
patrons. Mrs. Haven Force does a superb job of assisting in her specialized
field of Chinese studies, and her excellent academic record. in many other
areas equips her to work with students.

The reference collection was strengthened by the addition of some
important sources: National Directory of State Agencies, European Historical
Statistics, Handbook on Contemporary Education, Encyclopedic Directory
of Ethnic Organizations. New services include Standard Federal Tax Reorter
and U. S. Tax Cases. Important microfiche collections recently receivèd
are Current National Statistics, and International Population Census.
We were most fortunate to acquire the retrospective file of the Social
Sciences Citation Index (1970, 1971 and 1972). This acquisition will greatly
enhance the usefulness of this unique source.

The appointment of an International Documents Librarian fills a need which
has been apparent for some time. This specialized area requires -the
attention of at least one librarian. The facility in the new building will
lend. the Documents Department the visibility it deserves.

Association with the Graduate Library School continues to pay dividends.
The Department provides parttime employment for M.L.S. students, thereby
making it possible for them to enroll in the program. We profit because
of the high level of motivation from superior students who see the practical
benefits of the real library experience.



III. LIMITATIONS

The University of Arizona is one of the few large institutions which
does not offer computerized bibliographic searching as a service to
at least graduate students and faculty. There are currently more than
900 universities with computing facilities, many of whom offer searching
to the public, usually at a nominal cost -to the user. We have frequent
requests for this capability, particularly from patrons in education.
We should begin to plan such a program for several disciplines which
will be well advertised and. managed.

The lack of personnel on both the clerical and professional levels
continues to be a real handicap. With more clerical, at least student,
assis-tance, the timo of the present full-time staff could be more efficiently
utilized. We need more professional librarians to concentrate on the
subject fields which we have not been able to reach thus far, in depth:
sociology and political science, in particular.

Reference service continues to be difficult because the card catalog is
located on another floor. The staff is looking forward to the new building
where this problem will be resolved.

The shortage of funds for serials during the academic year has hampered
the collection development program. In a manner quite similar to the
pure sciences, our field is dependent upon recent and authoritative
information which can be obtained only -through periodicals and looseleaf
services. Recognizing the economic state of the country, and library
budgets specifically, the serials subscription list should be studied
carefully, and certain titles dropped which are more suitable for the
public library. This curtailment would allow the University Library
to acquire and. maintain the titles of academic and professional
caliber. Library literature of the past two years reveals that this
is the trend among other research libraries.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Because the administrative organization of reference service will
ch?ne with the move into the new building at the close of -the fall
term, departmental goals are ternDorary. We expect during the next
six months -to follow the philosophy which is working so well: quality
informational service to each individual who visits the Department, and
instru.c-tion -to classes on -the upperdivision and graduate levels. Close
cooperation with faculty members will continue, and we hope to meet new
professors in the social sciences. Work for the administrative units
of the University will go forward. The staff will participate in overall
Library committee activity, and maintain memberships in local and
national professional organizations. The high standard of the reference
collection will be upheld by active book selection through searching
-the professional literature, and acting upon the suggestions o± the
faculty. Service to -the entire community will be offered to the greatest
possible extent, but staff shortage restricts many possibilities on
the wider horizon.

I-t is our hope that we shall be able to proceed along these general lines
after reorganization, and accomplish even more in the future.



APPENDIX

Microfiche Received 1975/76#

ERIC fiche 18,741

10-K fiche 3,753

Annual reports 1,532

HRAF 735

Total 24,761

#Includes estimate for June 1976
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.
SUM'IARY

A number of small but significant projects were completed during the

year in anticipation of a smooth move to the new building. Two miscel-

1aneou collections were sorted and organized for use; a collection of
postal cards (estimated at approximately 5,000 cards), and a collection
of theater programs, both of which had been held in storage for several

years. A large collection of stereoscope pictures (and two viewers) were
0ataloged. and made available, and boxes made for the two viewers.

A crash program was undertaken to reclassify the folios in Dewey. All
folio volumes, except those in the Arizona classification, are now classified
in LC and shelved in one sequence. Another crash program to give brief
cataloging to more than 150 oral history tapes is now under way and should be
completed by the end of summer. During the Easter recess the entire catalog
was shifted to utilize empty drawers, relabeled, and made ready for the move
withOut further change. A large collection of Arizona duplicates (mostly
serials and state publications) was sorted, and unneeded items were sent to
the Tucson Public Library.

Two other projects resulted in eliminating the backlog of Arizona pam-
phlets and the addition of almost 600 of these items to the collection. The
second important project was the reorganization of the manuscript storage
area and the preparation of the stored manuscript collections for move to the
new building.

Notable additions were made to all collections during the year. These
are discussed in part 2 of this report.

Appended statistics show that the number of pieces of material used re-
mained about the same as for l97/75 but that the number of users rose sharply.
Additions to the collection accounted for over 1,500 cataloged pieces, an
increase of over a thousand volumes in the LC classed collections. The number
of volumes cataloged for the Arizona Collection, however dropped markedly.
This is aniatter for comment in Part 3.

Again the small number of linear feet added to the manuscript collections
fails to indicate the quantity of work. Not included in the figure is approx-
imately 30 linear feet of Stewart Udall papers organized but waiting inventory.
Work on the Hubbell papers has progressed to the point where we can see light
at the end of the tunnel. At this writing the only remaining substantial group
of untouched material is the postal records (10 boxes).

Following a successful indoctrination session for the administrative staff
the Special Collections staff presented à series of similar sessions for other
departments of the library. It is hoped that this resulted in an awareness of
the importance of the collections in the picture of total library resources.



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS

Important additions were made to all segments of the collections. We
continue to aim at completeness in printed materials in the Arizona collection.

one indication of the strength of this collection is the fact that except for
occasional early and very rare items (usually from the Spanish colonial period)

we rarely find in dealer catalogs books or pamphlets that are not already in the
collecti0n1. Occasional out-of-print items are purchased as second or replacement

opies.

The Acquisitions Department has cooperated splendidly ir our collecting
efforts by approving and making extra funds available for notable purchases.
Block purchase of the works of two important contemporary literary figures
was made during the year: the works of the poet Gary Snyder include all separ-
ately published works and many first appearances in magazines; a second pur-
chase included all American and British first editions of the works of Joyce
Carol Oates.

Purchase of some 6,000 volumes of science fiction added materially to an
already noteworthy collection in that field. We were also fortunate to be able
to purchase the Walt Coburn collection which consists of hundreds of published
stories by this "King of the Western puips" as well as his published books, a
small number of published and unpublished manuscripts, notebooks, and memora-
bilia. Another block purchase added approximately 150 volumes to already
strong holdings of original editions of 17th and 18th century philosophy. The
President's Office enriched the history of science collections by approximately
50 outstanding books, including two incunabula, from the Barchas purchase. A
selected list of notable acquisitions of single titles forms an appendix to this
report.

One of the outstanding gifts of recent years was an almost complete
collection of the first editions of William Butler Yeats donated by Frank
Leslie of Green Valley. The collection also includes critical and inter-
pretative works on Yeats and the writers of the Irish renaissance. The
estate of Charles Monmonier donated the papers of that Cochise County rancher
and school official. Archibald Hanna, Curator of Western Americana at Yale
University contributed 156 volumes of science fiction. Keith Luinmis added to

our notable collection of Charles Fletcher Lumrnis materials by donating the
letters of Lummis' first wife Dorothea and the manuscripts of the Lummis
biographies by his sister Turbes Lunimis Fiske on which his own published
life of his father was based.

Two important gifts were made to our photograph collection. From the
Miami Public Library came some l20d glass platès showing operations of the
Miami Copper Company. These are presently being converted to soft negatives
and prints. From Charles W. Herbert came 1,000 color transparencies of south-
western and western scenes made over the years by his firm Western Ways.

A special treasure is the holograph signed note by Abraham Lincoln re-
questing that Miss E. Sharp be allowed to pass through northern lines to visit
her parents in Virginia. It was donated by Mrs. V. S. Hstetter



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major limitation continues to be lack of staff to cope with the
jncoming flow of materials, a note which has been sounded repeatedly in
these reports. The generosity of the Acquisitions Department in purchasing
important works has meant that the backlog reported as shrinking last year,
is again expanding at an almost alarming rate. Fortunately we have partial
control of the problem through filing temporary author cards in our catalog
(but not in the main public catalog) so that we can avoid buying expensive
duplicates.

In spite of the fact that Miss Araujo-Fernandez was transferred in
January to do half-time rare book cataloging our need for a full time cata-
loger is as urgent as ever if we are to make any inroad on the backlog now
estimated at well over ,OOO pieces.

The saine situation prevails in manuscript processing. A clerk is very
much needed for preliminary sorting, physical arranging and trping of inven-
tories to allow Miss Ball more time for the final ordering of manuscript col-
lections and compiling of inventories. In this area, too, we have a consid-
erable backlog. Some of the unprocessed collections are papers of Earle
Forrest, James McDonald, Gerard Kuiper, Charles Fletcher Lummis, Louise
Mabie, additional papers of Lewis W. Douglas and archive files from the
President and other campus offices.

A matter of some concern is the trickle of monographs added to the
Arizona Collection and that collection's increasing backlog. Some books
have been in the backlog as much as three years. In 1969/TO no arrearage
was reported; in 1970/71 there was an arrearage of 120 items. A rapid
estimate reveals that there is now an arrearage of between 600 and 700
titles. New titles purchased with duplicates for the stacks must wait many
months (sometimes a year) before they reach the shelves. In so heavily
used a collection this places certain restraints on easy research.

Another matter of conaern is the amount of time spent by one staff member
on the mechanical job of photocopying. We cannot let patrons make their own
copies of Special Collections materials most of which must be handled care-
fully, even gingerly, for preservation and to avoid damage. Over a six-week
period one staff member recorded between 7 and 8 hours a week spent in photo-
copying; in other words she spent nearly a work day in this unproductive pro-
cedure which should be the responsibilty of a carefully trained student
assistant.

Finally we ahticipate with pleasure mixed with some trepidation the move
to the new building without additional student assistance. More continous
staffing will be required at the circulation and reference point and this can-
not be provided by the present small staff without cutting in. to the limited
time they now have for keeping up with other assigned routines.



4. FUTURE PLANS

Two small but significant projects have fairly high priority in future
1ans: reclassification of the remaining Dewey collection and completion of the
weeding of materials that do not fall within the designated scope of the col-

lectionS. The latter has been under way for two years but was halted early in the
past winter when the energies of the Catalog Department were wholly devoted to the
ange0ver to OCLC. Since the bulk of the weeding has been done it is hoped that

jt can be completed in the near future.

There is need to make the resources of Special Collections better known
The descriptive pamphlet prepared by Mr. McLachlan for the dedication of the
new building should do much to remedy this. It should be followed by a pub-
lication giving a complete listing of our manuscript holdings many of which
are of great importance for research.

A friends group should be one of the goals for the near future. Such a
group can be an invaluable human resource for a Special Collections develop-
ment by gifts, funds and personal contact.



ppPENDIX I

Collection Growth Statistics

Volumes Added

Arizona Collection
Monographs 280
Serial volumes 121
Theses and dissertations 133
Pamphlets 592

Total pieces added 1126

LC Classed Collection
Monographs 286
Serial volumes io
Science fiction 697

Total pieces added 3553

Total pieces added
Withdrawals 292
Net additions 1.687

Manuscripts added (linear feet) 19

Patron/Use Statistics

By collection
Arizona Collection 5185
LC Classed Collection 2362
Theses and. dissertations 730
Manuscript Collections 501

Total 8781

By Patron
Undergraduate 2627
Graduate 2651
Faculty/staff 1)411.2

Special borrower 1312

Total 8032

Reference searches 250



OUTSTANDING ACQUISITIONS:

Bartholonaaeus Anglicus. De Proprietibus reruin. Lyon, 1)482.

Darwin, Charles. The Descent of Man. London, l8i.
Darwin, Charles. Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals. London, 1871.

Dodens, Rembert. A Niewe Herball... London 1578.

Jesuits. Letters from Missions. Der Neue Weltbott... Augsburg, 1726-58.

Jules Marcou Collection - ephemera, manuscript maps, and maps and books from
Marcou's library.

Lopez de Vargas Machuca, Tomas. Atlas Geographico de la America Septentrional
y Medidiorial. Madrid, 1758.

Mesmes de Roissy, Jean Pierre. Les Institutions Astronomiques... Paris, 1557.

Ptolenaaeus, Claudius. Epytoma in Alinagestum. Venice, 1)491.

Sacro Bosco, Johannes de. Sphaera Mundi... Venice, 1499.

Sanctum Provinciale Concilium Mexici Celebratum Anno Di Millessiino Quingentessimo
Octuagession Quinto... Mexico, 1622.

Major additions to our author collections: Dickens, Scott, Thackeray, Trollope,
Twain and Pope.

This is only a brief list, for a more detailed description see the Acquisitions
Department 's report.
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SUMMARY

On July 1, 1976 the Technical Services Division will for the first time
in two years have permanent Department and Division Heads. During the
year, Ms. Helen Maul, Head Serials Librarian resigned, to be replaced
by Mr. John James on July 1, 1976. Ms. Mary Anne Mayhew, Head Circula-
tion Librarian accepted the assignment as Head of the Periodical and
Newspaper Reading Room in the new library building effective July 1, 1976.
She will be replaced by Mr. Cecil Wellborn.

In midyear, the library joined the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC)
and began automated processing of library materials. Although little
overall increase in processing statistics will show for 1976/77, year-
end rates are approximately double those of 1975/76. The other auto-

mated system of the Division (Loan) held steady during the year with
no major programming changes.

Staff turnover continue at a high rate particularly at the lower levels
of career staff. Experiments in participatory management (during the
installation of OCLC) were productive of learning, if not completely
harmonious.

The beginning of a unified collection development effort included a draft
of an Acquisition Policy for Monographs, and more active Serials and
Collection Development committees. A meeting to which the teaching
faculty were invited may have provided a beginning to useful dialog on
library collections.

In addition the division cooperated with the Graduate Library School in
an internship program and in a systematic look at statistics produced

by library departments.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Institutional support for the work of the Technical Services Division
has been outstanding. The book budget continues to increase substan-
tially, enabling the library to support academic needs more adequately
than ever before.

Joining OCLC, the Catalog and Serials Departments have shown that an in-
crease of approximately lO percent in the processing of current materials
is possible without (to this point) any increase in staffing. Acquisi-
tions has made a real and successful effort to increase the proportion
of important, current materials being purchased, again with no increase
in staff.

Since collection development is the most important (certainly the most
lasting) of our efforts, there has been disagreement about whose job it
is and to what extent responsibility for it belongs to any of us or to
the teaching faculty. That discussions of this sort are now held at all
shows the concern of the library faculty for the future of the library
and for this important work.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The increase in support and materials entering the system has so far
been absorbed by the current staff using automated techniques. However,
it must be recognized that there are limits beyond which the staff can
produce no more.

Since Technical Services is subject to the need for supplies, etc., the
shortage of operations funds is a severe handicap. Increases in the num-
ber of materials entering the system will eventually have to be matched
by operating funds, so that the material can be properly prepared for
the shelves. At times, the need to purchase forms to carry on the daily
work of a department (Loan particularly) overexpends the budget that it
is possible to allocate to that Department.

Perhaps the most frustrating of our problems is having staff classified
at levels which we think equitable. It is often difficult to convince
personnel officers of the complexity of the jobs which Library Clerks I
are asked to perform. However, some success was met toward the end of
the fiscal year.



FUTURE PLANS

As we prepare to move into a new building, we hope to create better
ways to control the flow of materials within the system. The pre-.

sent lack of space has hindered these efforts in the past. We have
to control the backlog of uncataloged materials in order to be able
to identify and locate them quickly.

In 1976/77 we will hopefully completely review the collection develop-
ment policy and publish it to the University community. We have also
to complete our review of statistics collection and reporting, re-
sulting in a unified method of publication.

Cost analysis of technical services operations was postponed during
the installation of OCLC. We intend to examine the work flow of
the division. In addition, we will experiment with utilization of the
magnetic tape output of OCLC.
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SUNMARY

Fiscal year 1975-76 has been a busy and productive year for the
Acquisitions Dept. We will end the fiscal year having placed more
orders, an average of 500 per week, and processed more books, almost
1,000 per week, than ever before. This year the number of titles
sent on to the Catalog Department exceeds 50,000 volumes-almost
10,000 more than last year.

A return to an approval plan-this time Baker & Taylor-has relieved
some of the pressure placed on the Acquisit ions staff through the
demise of the Richard Abel Company. The Baker & Taylor approval plan
brings approximately 125 current titles per week automatically into
Acquisitions. An expanded Blackwell pre-select ion plan has also been
helpful in securing British imprints with a minimum of staff time
expended.

OCLC has had a dramatic impact on Acquisitionís searching procedures.
OCLC has become our first tool for verifying entries, replacing the
Depository File and National Union Catalog as our prime sources for
verifying current imprints. We average a 70% to 80% hit rate for
titles searched on the system. We limit our searches to books
published in the last ten years because of limitations on terminal
time but we would check all Roman alphabet titles if terminal time
were available.

Changes in forms and routines have resulted in some time savings for
the staff. A new book request form provides more information for
the patron requesting a book and more work space for Acquisitions
personnel. A change to a nine part multiple order form has expedited
the typing, bursting, encumbering, and expending routines. A stream-
lined "rush order" procedure combined with mailing orders each day
instead of once a week has reduced the time lag between order and
receipt of materials.

The Library' s first book sale in history was a eat success. We sold
about 6,000 volumes and gained some new friends for the Library. We
expect to make the book sale an annual event.

Each member of the staff has made an effort this year to establish
closer working relationships with other units in the Library. We
have held both formal and informal meetings to discuss Acquisition's
policy and procedures. We have encouraged Librarians to become more
involved and to take an active interest in the development of collec-
tions. I believe we have bad some measure of success.



SThENGTHS

This fiscal year the Acqu.isit ions Department bought a number of coll-
ections to support basic faculty research interests: A collection of
eighteenth century philosophy numbering 200 pieces; a collection on
forestry and forest botany in 320 volumes; a complete collection of
the writings of Joyce Carol Oates; and a small but important collection
of books and maps by Jules Marcou.

The Library's collection of science fiction was significantly improved
with the addition of over 4,000 volumes from the library of Anthony
Boucher. The acquisition of this collection certainly makes Arizona's
science fiction collection one of the finest in the United States.

Major additions were made to the already strong collection of twentieth
century American poetry. An approval prognam was instituted to assure
a comprehensive coverage of current poetry titles, including records
and tapes of poets reading their works. The Library also acquired a
coirrehensive collection of the works of Gary Snyder and Philip Whalen,
two of the most accomplished poets of the San Francisco renaissance.

Two major gifts were presented to the Library to support the new prognam
in Judaic Studies. Dr. and Mrs. Nathan Kolins provided the funds
necessary to purchase the library of Professor G. Ernest Wright, a
collection devoted to Holy Land Archaeology. The many friends of
Marcus Breger, a professor in the Oriental Studies department, contri-
buted funds to bring his private collection of Judaic materials to
the Library.

This year marked the fourth year in which President Schaefer made
substantial contributions to the History of Science holdings. His
strong support of the Library is indeed gratifying.

A selected list of significant acquisitions is appended to this report.



LVflTATIONS

Lack of support staff is again the most serious limitation within the
Acquisitions Department. The last few years have brought substantial
increases in the book budget but not commensurate increases in staff.
This year the department will have processed more than fifty thousand
volumes with a staff of twelve people!

The Gifts and Exchanges section is woefully understaffed. This year
gifts will total 8,000 volumes not including the reger and Wright
Collections. Gifts to the Music Library have been incorporated into
our routiriesthis year for the first time and more than 1,000 scores
have been processed for the Music Library. Processing gifts leaves
virtually no time for monitoring existing exchanges and establishing
new ones. The solicitation of free materials has almost ceased-a sit-
uation particularly serious in the acquisition of Prizona State
documents.

OCLC has become such an irrortant factor in Acquisitions that the
ten hours per week that we have on a terminal is insufficient. The
Acquisitions Department should have a minimum of four hours per day
for searching and verifying entries.



FUTUFE PLANS

We intend to investigate standing order plans for Latin Pmerican
imprints, French imprints and British imprints.

We will implement a new budget fund allocation scheme which will
more accurately reflect expenditures by subject area.

We wifl begin exploring the feasibility of filing "in process" records
in the public card catalog. The master copy of our multiple order
form is already on pre-punched card stock.

We expect to finish clearing the basement storage area well before
the scheduled move in December.

We wifl integrate the acquisition of Chinese and Japanese vernacular
materials into the regular uiiit s procedures. This should
relieve a substantial burden now carried by Oriental Studies Collec-
tion personnel.

We are planning another gala book sale before moving to the New
Library.



LATIN AMERICA

Acua, Cristobal de. VOYAGE AND DISCOVERIES IN SOUTH AMERICA. London,
1698.

Agassiz, Professor Mrs. Louis. A JOURNEY IN BRAZIL. Boston, 1868.
Angelis, Pedro de. COLECCION DE OBRAS Y DOCUMENTOS DE LAS PROVINCIAS

DEL RIO DE LA PLATA. 6 vols. Buenos Aires, 1836-37.
Anquetil, Louis Pierre. COMPENDIO DE LA HISTORIA DE ESPANA. 2 vols.

Madrid, 1806.
Beaufoy, Mark. MEXICAN ILLUSTRATIONS. London, 1828.
Beaumont, J. A. B. TRAVELS IN BUENOS AIRES, AND THE ADJACNET PROVINCES

OF THE RIO DE LA PLATA. London, 1828.
Benzoni, Girolamo. LA HISTORIA DEL MONDO NUOVO. 12 vols. London, 1860.
Bolisort, William. ANTIQUARIAN, ETHNOLOGICAL AND OTHER RESEARCHES IN

NEW GRANADA, EQUADOR, AND CHILE. London, 1860.
Bonnycastle, Richard Henry. SPANISH AMERICA. 2 vols. London, 1818.
Calicott, Maria (Dundas) Graham. JOURNAL OF A RESIDENCE IN CHILE DURING

1822 E A VOYAGE FROM CHILE TO BRAZIL IN 1823. London, 1824.
Demersay, Alfred. HISTOIRE PHYSIQUE, ECONOMIQUE ET POLITIQUE DU

PARAGUAY ET DES ESTABLISSEMENTS DES JESUITES. 2 vols. atlas.
Paris, 1860-65.

Ducoudray, Gen. H.L. V. Holstein. MEMOIRS 0F SIMON BOLIVAR, PRESIDENT
LIBERATOR OF THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA; AND OF HIS PRINCIPAL
GENERALS... Boston, 1829.

Freire de Andrade, Jacinto. VIDA DE DOM JOAO DE CASTRO. QUARTO VISOREY
DE INDIA. Paris, 1769.

Robertson, William Parish. A VISIT TO MEXICO BY THE WEST INDIA ISLES,
YUCATAN AND UNITED STATES. 2 vols. London, 1853.

Stocklein, Joseph. DER NEUE WELT-BOTT MIT ALLER HAND NACHRICHTEN DEREN
MISSIONAIREN SOC. JESU. 1726.

Sutcliffe, Thomas. SIXTEEN YEARS IN CHILE AND PERU, FROM 1822-1839.
London, 1841.

Terry, Adrian Russell. TRAVELS IN THE EQUATIONAL REGIONS OF SOUTH
AMERICA, IN 1832. Hartford, 1834.

Uhle, Max. PACHACAMAC. 1903.

LITERATURE

Addison, Joseph. THE CAMPAIGN. London, 1705.
Aristotle. DE POETICA. Oxonii.
Burns, Robert. POEMS, CHIEFLY IN THE SCOTTISH DIALECT., Edinburgh, 1787.
Clemens, Samuel Langhoune. THE ADVENTURES OF TOME SAWYER. London, 1876.
Dickens, Charles. HARD TIMES. London, 1854.
Dickens, Charles. A TALE OF TWO CITIES. London.

Donne, John. PARADOXES, PROBLEMS, ESSAYES, CHARACTERS. London, 1652.
Epictetus. JÇ]p]JON. (ENCHEIRIDION). 2 vols. London, 1766.



LITE
(cont.)

Hobbes, Thomas. LEVIATHAN. Amsterdam, 1670.
Hofmiller, Joseph. BALLADS AND SONGS OF LOVE. 1930.
II INTELLIGENCER. London, 1729.
Joyce, James. ULYSSES: A FACSIMILE OF ÏI MANUSCRIPT. 3 vols. New

York, 1975.
Locke, John. A LEITER TO TUE RIGHT REVEREND RDWAPD LORD BISHOP OF

WORCESTER. London, 1697.
Morris, William. THE SUNDERING FLOOD. Hanirnersmith, 1894.
Pope, Alexander. ÏI DUNCIAD WITH NOIES VARIORIJM AND PROLEGOrVIENA OF

SCRIBLERUS. London, 1729.
Pope, Alexander. ELOISA TO ABELARD. London, 1720.
Pope, Alexander. AN EPISE FROM MR. POPE, TO DR. ARBIJTHNCIT. London,

1734.
Pope, Alexander. UE FIRST EPISTLE OF ïI FIRST BOOK OF HORACE flVLtTATED.
Pope, Alexander. TUE NEW DUNCIAD. London, 1742.
Pope, Alexander. OF THE USE OF RICHES. London, 1732.
Pope, Alexander. '1 SIXfli EPISTLE OF TUE FIRST BOOK OF HORACE IMITATED.

London, 1737.
Pope, Alexander. SOBER ADVICE FROM HORACE. London, 1734.
Scott, Walter. POETICAL WORKS. 10 vols. Edinburgh, 1825.
Shelley, Percy Bysshe. POSTHUMOUS POEMS. London, 1824.
Shelley, Percy Bysshe. SHL1Y Hammersmith, 1914.
Smollett, Tobias George. fl HISTORY AND ADVENTURES OF AN ATOM. 2 vols.

in 1. London, 1769.
Stanhope Philip Dormer, Earl of Chesterfield. POETICAL WORKS. London,

1927.
Stevenson, Robert Louis. TREASURE ISLAND. London, 1883.
Sutherland, Millicent Fanny (St. C1i r-Erskine) Sutherland Leveson

Gower, duchess of 1867. A WAYFARER'S LOVE. Westminster, 1904.
Syinons, Arthur. COTTFOTED WORKS OF ARTHUR SYMONS. New York, 1973.
Thackeray, William Makepeace. ThE BOOK OF SNOBS. London, 1848.
Yeats, William Butler. TUE HOUR GLASS. 1914.
Yeats, William Butler. ]J)EAS OF GOOD AND EVIL. Dublin,. 1905.
Yeats, William Butler. POEMS WRIITEN IN DISCOURAGEMENT, 1912-1913.

Dunclrum, 1913.
Seneca, Lucius Annaeus. L. ANNAEI SENECAE OPERA, QUAE EXSTANT. 3 vols.

Anistelodami, 1672.

ART

Ayloffe, Sir Joseph. AN ACCOUNT OF SOME ANCIENT MONUNTS IN NESTMINStIER
ABBEY. London.

Bluin, Andre. LES ORIGINES DE LA GRAVURE EN FRANCE. LES ESTAMPES SU
BOIS i SUR METAL. LES INCUNABLE XYLOGRAPHIQUES. Paris, 1927.

Dacier, Ernile. JEAN DE JULIENNE ET LES GRAVEURS DE WATITEAU AU XVIIIe
SIECLE. 4 vols. Paris, 1921-29.



ART
(cont.)

Hoepli, Ulrico. MO I I E STUDI PER LA STORIA DELLA MINIATURA ITALIANA,
LA COLLFZIONE ULRICO HOEPLI. Milano, 1930.

Lieure, Jules. JACQUES CALWT. 8 vols. New York, 1969.
Lucas, Sydney Edward. CATALOGUE OF THE SASSON CHThIESE IVORIES. 3 vols.

London, 1950.
Ragghiante Collobi, Licia. EL LIBRO DE DISEGNI DEL VASARI. 2 vols.

Florence, 1974.
Rembrandt, Harrnenszoon van Rijn. THE DRAWINGS OF REMBRANDT. 6 vols.

London, 1974.
Voet, Leon. ANTÑE1RP. THE GOLDEN AGE. THE RISE AND GLORY 0F ANNERP IN

TEE 16m CENTURY. Antwerp, 1973.

HISTORY

Cartari, Vicenzo. LE IMAGINI DEGLI DEI DEGLI ANTICHI. Paris, 1608.
Frennt, John Charles. NARRATIVE OF £ EXPLORING EXPEDITION TO fl

ROCKY MOUNTAINS, IN TEE YEAR 1842, AND TO OREGON AND NO CALIBOR-
NIA INTHE YEARS 1843-44.

Fuller, Thomas. HISTORY OF WORTHIES OF ENGLAND. London, 1662.
Nelson, Horatio. THE DISPATCHES AND LET1ES 0F VICE ADMIRAL LOFD VIS-

COUNT NELSON, WITH NOTES BY SIR NICHOLAS HARRIS NICOLAS. London,
1844-6.

Lacroix, Paul. XVIIme SIECLE INSTITUTIONS... Paris, 1880.
Petrarcha, Francesco. CHRONICA DFTITJ VITE DE PONTEFICI. Venezia, 1507.
Plazzoni, Francisco. DE PARTIBUS GENERATIONI ThISERVIENTIBTJS LIBRI DUO.

Padua, 1621.
REGRA E STATUTOS DA ORDEN DE SANTIAGO. Lisboa.
Zabala, Aunon, Miguel de. REPRESENTACION AL REY... Madrid, 1732.

PHILOSOPHY

Aristotle. DE POETICA. Oxonii.
Haslam, John. SOUND MIND. London, 1819.
Hume, David. FOUR DISSERTATIONS.. London, 1757.
Huxley, Thomas Henry.. EVIDENCE AS TO MAN'S PLACE IN NATURE. London, 1863.
Kant, Immanuel. CRITIK DER PFLACTISCHE 1]EINUNT. Riga; 1788.
Lipsius, Justus. DE AMPHITHEATRO. Antwèrp, 1585.
Locke, John. TWO TREATISES OF GOVERNMENT: IN ï1 FORMER, fl FALSE

PRINCIP1FS... London, 1698.
Say,. Jean Baptiste. COURS. COMPLET D'ECONOMIE POLITIQUE. Paris, 1828-33.
Verstegen, Richard. A RESTIQTION OF DECAYED INTELLIGENCE: IN ANTI-

QUITIES. CONCERNING RE MOST NOBLE AND RENOVVMED ENGLISH NATION.

Antwerp, 1605.



SCIENCE

Bertholin, Thomas. ANATOE EX OMNIUM VEI'ERUM RECEN1TIORUMQUE OBSERVA-
TIONIBUS. Leiden, 1673.

Bartholomaeus Anglicus. DE PROPRIETATIBUS. London, 1482.
Bec caria, Giovanni Battista. EXPERIMENTA, ATQUE OBSERVATIONES... Turin,

1769.
Boyle, Hon. RoberL. TRACTS WRITTEN BY TUE HONOURABLE... London, 1672.
Darwin, Charles Robert. THE D I FORMS OF FLOWERS ON PLANTS

OF TEE SA SPECIES. London, 1877.
Dioscorides, Pedanius of Anazarbo. CODEX VINDOBONENSIS MED. GR. 1 DER

OSTEHREICHISCHEN NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK. 2 vols. Graz, 1965-70.
Bodens, Rembert. A NIEtJW HERBAL. London, 1578.
Faraday, Michael. ON T PRACTICAL PREVENTION OF DRY ROT IN TIMEER.

London, 1836.
Freud, Sigmund. TOTEM UND TABU. Leipzig, 1913.
Gherli, Odoardo. GLI ELETI TEORICO-PRATICI DFT T R MATEMATICHE. 7 vols.

Montanari, 1770-77.
Kircher, Athanasius. PHONUPLGIA NOVA SIVE CONJtJGIUM. . AflIANASII KIRCHERE.

Canpidonae, 1673.
Mangin, PJbe de. HISTOIRE GENERALE LL PAETICULIERE DE L'ELECTRICJ11E.

3 vols, in 1. Paris, 1752.
Merliers, Jean des. QUADRATI GEOMETRICI VSUS.. Paris, 1579.
Mesmes, Jean Pierre de. LES INSTITUTIONS ASTRONOMIQUES... Paris, 1557.
Mizauld, Antoine. PARADOXA HERUM COELI. Paris, 1577.
Najera, Antonio de. SUVIA ASTROLOGICA Y ARIEE PARA HAZER PROGNOSTICOS

DE LOS TIEMPOS. Lisboa, 1632.
OEUVRES DE CUVIER ET LACEPEDE.. . SUPPLEMENT TO BUFFON. ANNOT FLOURENS. 4 vols.

Paris.
Owen, Charles. AN E.$SAY TOWARDS A NATURAL HISTORY OF SERPENTS. London,

1742.
Playf air, John. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE HtJTTONIAN THEORY OF THE EARTH.

London, 1802.
Sacrobosco, Joannes de. SPUERA VOLGARE NOVAMENTE... Venice, 1537.
Spallazani, Lazaro. EXPERIENCES POUR SERVIR A L' HISTOIRE DE LA

GENERATION DES ANIMAUX ET DES PLANTES. Geneve, 1785.
Wilson, Alexander. AJ.VFflICAN ORNITHOLOGY. New York, 1829

ADDENDA

BIOGRAPHIE UNIVERSW T ANCIENNE ET MODERNE. 45 vols. Graz, 1966-70.
Blake, William. PROLOGUE TO C A TALES OF GEOFFREY

CHAUCER. Plantin.
Academia das ciencias de Lisboa. COLLECCAO DE MONU1YELOS INEDTTOS PARA

A HISTORIA DAS CONQUISTAS DOS PORTUGUEZES. vol. 5/7. Liechtenstein,

1976.
Cassini, Giovanni Domenico. LA MERILIANA DEL TEMPIO DI S. PETRONIO

TIRATA. . . Boloa, 1695.
Dickens, Charles. DEALINGS WITH TI-E FIRM OF DOMBEY AND SON, WHOLESALE

RETAIL AND EXPORTATION. New York, 1848.
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(cont.)

Lauer, Philippe. LES ENLUMINURES ROMANES DES MANUSCRITS DE LA BIELIO-

TEQUE NATIONALE. Paris, 1927.
Moraes, Wenceslau de. O CULTO DO CHA. Kobe, 1905.
Paris. Conirnune. ACTES DE LA COMVIUNE DE PARIS PENDANT LA REVOLUTION.

10 vols. 1972.
Santos, Joao dos. ETEIPTIA ORIENTAL, E VARIA HISTORIA DE COVSAS NOTA-

VEIS DO ORIENTE. 2 vols, in 1. Evora, 1609.
walpole, Horace. WORKS. 5 vols. London, 1798.



PRESENT SCHAEFER' S HISTORY 0F SCIENCE G]FTS

1400's

Euclid, Praeclarissimus liber elementorum Euclidis (Thomas-Stanford).
Venice, 1482.

Regiomontanus, Epytorna in Almagesti.ni Ptolomei. Venice, 1496.

1500's

Archimedes, Opera, quae quidem extant, omnia. . .Adiecta.. .Eutocii
Ascalonitae. Basel, 154)4..

Aristarchus, De maguitudinibus, et distrantiis solis et lunae, liber.
Pisavri, 1572.

Euclid, The elements of Geometrie of the most Ancient Philosopher
Euclid (tr. Billingsley). London, 1570.

Petrus Apianus, Cosmo'aphia. Paris, 1551.

1600's

Bainbridge, John, An astronomical discription of the late comet
from the 18 of Nouenb. 1718. London, 1619.

Barrow, Isaac, Archimed.is opera: Methodo Nova Illustrata and
Succincte... London, 1675.

Brahe, rcho, Astrononiiae instauratae mechanica. Norïbergae, 1662.
Galileo, Dialago.. .sopra i due masirni sistemi del mondo, telmaeco,
e copernicano. Florence, 1632.

Kepler, Johannes, Hannices mund!. Lincii Austriae, 1916.
Kepler, Johannes, Tabulae Rudolphînae. Ulmae, 1627.
Newton, Isaac, Philosophiae naturalis principia mathernatica.

London, 1687.
Parkinton, John, Theatrum Botanicaum, the theater of planets.
London, 16)40.

Sprat, Thomas, The history of the Royal-Society of London, for
irproving natural knowledge. London, 1667.

1700's

Becan, Jacopo Barthalomeo, De quanplurimis Phosphonis. . .cornmen-
tarius. Bononiae, 1744.

Boerhaave, Hermann, Elementa chemiae. 1732.
Bonnanio, P. Philippo, Rerum naturalium historia. . . in Museo Kirche-
nano. 1773.

Earl of Dundonald, A treatise, showing the intimate connection
that subsists between aiculture and chemistry. London, 1795.

Hooke, Robert, The posthumous works of Robert Hooke.. .Cutlerian
lectures. London, 1705.

La Lande, J. J. le F. de, Astronomie. Paris, 1792.
LaPlace, P. S., aite de mecanique celeste. Paris, 1798.
Mauperbuis, P.. L. M., La figure de la terre. Paris, 1738.
Mayer, J. Tobias, Tabulae motuurn solis et lunae novae et correc-

tae. London, 1770.



SCHAEFER' S HISTORY OF SCIENCE GIFTS
(continued)

1700's (cont.)

Newton, Isaac, Opera quae exstarìt onnia. London, 1779-85.
Newton, Isaac, Opticks: or a treatise of the reflexions, re-

fractions, inflections, and colours of light. London, 170)4.
Newton, Isaac, Philosophiae naturalis principiae mathematica.

Cambridge, 1713.
Newton, Isaac, Philosophiae naturalis principiae mathematica.

London, 172g.
Pemberton, Henry, A view of Sir Isaac Newton's philosophy. London,

1728.
Pontopiddau, Erich, The natural history of Norway. London, 1755.
Priestley, Joseph, The history and present state of discoveries
relating to Vision, Light and Colours. London, 1772.

Wright, Thomas Clavis, Clavis Caelestis, being the explication of
a diagram, entitled to a synopsis of the Universe. London, 17142.

1800's

Agassiz, L., Etudes sur les Glaciers Atlas. Nicolet, 18)40.
Beaumont, William, Experiments and observations on the gastric
juice, and the Physiology of digestion. 1833.

Bonaparte, Charles Lucia, American ornithology. Philadelphia, 1825.
Darwin, Charles, The descent of man, and selection in relation of

sex. London, 1871.
Gauss, Carl Friedrich, Theorìa motus corporum coelest jun. Hamburg,

1809.
Wallace, Alfred Russel, Die geographische verbreitung der thiere...

1876.
Wilson, Alexander, American ornithology. Philadelphia, 1808.



Stats Funds

Books
Serials S18,828.?7
Binding 21t,260.77
Capital Equipment 3,79B.)46

Total State Funde

Special Grants

Gifts and ìTemorials

CONSOLDATFll) EXPTITuRE STATISTICS

By Type of Income

l,227 .)32.66

379,1i06.bO

l,888.ol

Total Expenditures l,6O8, 727.10



EXPENDITUPS BY LIBRARY ALLOCATIONS

(State Budgeted Funds)

Fund Allocation Spent

Central Reference $ 1,900.00 $ 6,6oI.86
Documents ,22.00 1,067.7
English 9,3O.O0 ih,907.1O
Fine Arts 15,67.00 l6,837.O
German 7,600.00 3,633.9
History 3O,100.00 31,817.99
Humanities 1O,to.00 1O,S63.81
Instruc. Materials Collection 6,65o.00 9,737.32
latin America 1O,0.oO 19,99.80
Library Science ,7O.00 3,19.5f
Naps S,22.00 ,109.l3
Music 13,77S.00 llt,710.16
Oriental Studies 8,5o.00 7,60.81
Oriental Studies Collection 10,10.o0 7,23.98
PhotograDhy 7,600.00 6,322.l
Romance Languages 9,O0.O0 10,3l.37
Science 8,7t0.00 22,10.i2
Science Fiction 2,37.00 2,70.8O
Slavic 7,600.00 3,)32.l7
Social Sciences l0,1O.o0 10,779.60
Spanish & Portuguese 9,00.0O 9,ti.62.l7
Special Coli.! Arizona 3l,3O.00 36,297.0
Special Coll./ Rare 26,600.00
General Library 28l,t01.68 231f, 786.62
Approval l6,Li2.07 3I,liì3.8O
Book Continuations 62,000.00 )43,900.]$
Recurring Charges 1,0O0.00 13,766.71
Periodicals L133,000.00 31J4,712.88
Serials 0,O00.0O 126,291.26
Backfiles 0,000.00 71t,626.5ß
Replacements ,000.00 3,l98.0
Postage & Handling i6,io.üo 11,2L.26
Bindery 2lj,260.77 2b,260.77
Capital Equipment 20,000.00 3,79B.It6

Total State Funds $1;227,389.2 $i,227,I32.66



aiade up of donations frmi the Alunni foundation and Small gifts

GIFTS AND M0RLLS

Available Spent

William H. Ha-ttich Memorial $ -

Charles U. Pickrell Memorial 6lB.li9 136.00

pistor-Stanley Scholarship in 100.00 129.98
Agriculture

Sarah K. Schmier Memorial 96.77 -

Ashurst Memorial 73.146 6o.00

Rubinstein Memorial 1,022.03 728.98

Revolving FUflda 6413.1i2 211.3.d3.

Total l97/76 Exp3nditures $10,018.01 $l,888.0I.



SPECIAL GRAN

Allocation Spent

Special appropriation for
resource development

$383,l3.I8 $37,l8ß.ItO

United States Office of 3,918.00 3,918.00
Education appropriation for
the purchase of National
Technical Information Documents,
particularly those relating to
Arizona and the Southwest.

Total 387,O7l.t8 $379,i06.)4O
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SIJIvll4ARY

In 1975/76 we have had three professional resignations but were able to
replace most of the time lost by this staff with temporary appointments
or recruitment of new faculty members. The career staff positions became
somewhat less volatile - 19 replacements compared to the 24 of the previous
fiscal year. At least seven of these changes involved replacements for
staff promoted within the department. For four months there were no
changes within the staff at all, the same four months during which we
were initiating our participation in the OCLC (Ohio College Library
Center) on-line cataloging system.

During the months of October through December, the department was fully
involved in training sessions and initial experience with the OCLC system.
During that time considerably less cataloging was completed than normally
would be done in a three-month period of time. Since we have become
familiar with the OCLC system, output has almost doubled over the manual
system. With the low period in the second quarter, the total number of
items cataloged for the year compares with l97/75. However, the
uncataloged titles in the Catalog Department rose from l4,O92 to 23,200
(including ca. 2200 non-book Items); the backlogs in Special Collections
decreased from 7620 to 56l, and in Near Eastern Languages from 14060 to 3783.
Over half of the Near Eastern Language items (2007) are available for
circulation through a semi-cataloged collection located in Oriental
Studies Collection. The predominant growth in the backlogs arose from
the lack of throughput during the start-up phase of OCLC participation.
Approximately 14000 volumes will be added to the Catalog Department arrearages
on 1 July when the Chinese and Japanese cataloging workload is officially
transferred to the department.

More uniformity of cataloging procedures has evolved from the implementation
of the on-line cataloging system in this library. Staff participation in
the planning stages provided for standardization in inter-departmental as
well as intra-depar-tmental procedures although the basic structure of the
department remains relatively unchanged. Participation in OCLC seems to
have provided more job interest as noted above in the quiescence in
position changes for the middle third of the year. Five of the seven
promotions involved direct OCLC experience as one of the job requirements
and the sixth was created by one of the OCLC-related. promotions although
the position itself does not require wrork with the terminals. A definite
ladder of promotion has been created from Library Clerk I to Library
Assistant II for staff who gain expertise on the terminals.

In addition to the major change to an on-line computer system, other special
assignments have been carried out or begun:

i) Integration of the new serials file with the series authority file and
addition of cross references to both authority files.

Completion of the duplication and integration of the middle eastern cata-
loging into the main public catalog.

Initiation of procedures to transfer the Chinese and Japanese cataloging
to the department with formal acceptance of the use of the Library of Congress
classification for these materials.
14) Initiation of keypunching for circulation of materials located in Oriental
Studies Collection; project coordinated by Catalog Department staff.

5) Continued efforts at incorporation of the changes in the Library of
Congress subject headings into our subject catalogs.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

Regardless of the number of machines added to this department, our major
strength remains the staff. At all levels they have participated in
the introduction of OCLC to the department, taking on new duties and
less standard work hours, and willingly working out new procedures to
best accommodate the computer environment.

The professional staff has continued to show a willingness to take on
outside activities such as library orientation and PLATO lesson writing.
In addition, time spent on directly work-related activity such as OCLC
profiling and cataloging has been beyond the minimum requirements of the
job. The planning, profiling, and implementation for OCLC could not have
been accomplished by a staff rigidly adhering to a forty-hour work week.

Funding for activities such as the Bindery has continued to grow, and
the maintenance of materials within the collections has improved
considerably. integration of the Se-Lin labeling system into the
Preparations Section has been smoothly handled with time released for
the Serials Department, Reclassification Team and Typing Section from
the label typing duties previously shared amongst the three
sections.

The close cooperation of the Library Administration with the efforts of
the department has also made the implementation of OCLC easier than
it might have been. The increased intra-departmental cooperation along
with the continued support of the administration makes the coming fiscal
year look as exciting and challenging as this past one has been.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major 1imtation this year may well be our time zone and Arizona's
policy to ignore daylight savings time. Since our on-line cataloging
system is only operational on an eastern time zone schedule which during
the summer becomes even more proscribed than ever due to daylight savings
time, even fully scheduling staff during the available hours does not
give us sufficient time to maintain current cataloging receipts and work
at OCLC processing of the backlogs which developed during the initial
start-up period on the system. As further sub-systems are developed
(e.g. Serials cataloging, non-book cataloging, serials check-in, inter-
library loan), the strains on the terminal time available will become
increasingly a problem. Having committed ourselves to the computer
environment, increasing workloads will ultimately require more commitment
to machines and telephone connections.

Simply adding more terminals will not solve the limitations of the
department, since staff to support the increased acquisitions which must
be processed is also limited. Additional functions which must be per-
formed in this department starting in 1976/77 will also add to the
strains on the current staffing. Doubling the number of titles
cataloged, a rate which the past three months has shom to be within
our reach, also means doubling the number of. cards to be manually
filed into the public catalogs and a real, if not proportional,
increase in érrors to be corrected.

Increases in the Bindery budget also require some increase in staffing
to maintain the local records, gather the materials for binding, etc.
There appears little chance of increases in staffing in this area for
the coming year.

Increased acquisitions also represent changes in demands on the
department, particularly in the languages to be cataloged, e.g.,
Turkish and Hebrew. There is no one on the staff with either of
these languages and virtually no chance that funding will be available
for part-time assistance in processing the large collection of Hebrew
material anticipated. It ìs improbable that full-time positions for
these new areas can be justified in the forseeable future.

Although we have re-organized the reclassification effort and now provide
3.5 FTE career staff, the professional supervision required is n
approaching the full-time use of one professional librarian. It is hoped
that continued effort over the coming year will fully integrate the
various reclassification projects while working within the current
constraints of staffing.



FUTURE PLANS

There are two major projects which this department faces during 1916/77:
the move to the new library building and the implications of this move
on the public catalog; and further integration and refinement of OCLC
procedures within the department and the library.

The move to the new building will require considerable expansion of the
public catalogs. The preliminaxywork has begun on this project, but many
staff hours will be consumed irith measuring, separating, making drawer
labels, and physicaUy transferring the cards from the old catalogs into
the new. Although 'housekeeping' tasks have begun, many more projects
will be completed to have the public catalog accurately reflect the
holdings of the various reference departments, particularly the newly
created Central Reference holdings. Thousands of volumes will require
some form of physical re-processing to accurately reflect the Central
Reference location. The transfer will also involve some re-organization
of workflow within the department and 'simple' relocation and sorting of
the backlogs already documented at approximately 23,000 titles within
the Catalog Department.

Continued and continuing study of OCLC procedures will be required, if
only because of the physical re-orientations within the new building.
Staff continues to communicate via American Library Association meetings
and the Amigos Bibliographic Council network with other OCLC participants
to identify and assess the various organizational patterns and
procedures possible.

Various sTecial projects will be iven consideration as time and staff
permit: integration of previously cataloged Chinese and Japanese materials
in the main public catalog as they are reclassified, integration of
the Instructional Materials Collections materials into the public
catalog, duplication of information cards for series not currently
listed in the public catalog as an aid to patrons and staff, and the
general effort to provide more information and guide cards in the
public catal6gs.



CATALOG DEPARTNT
Cataloging Statistics

July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976

Additions
Added volumes (Continuations) 850
Added copies 2,7O1- 2,797

Analytic entries 121 121

Microforms
Microfilms 533 900 reels
Microfiche 10 1133 sheets

Audio-Records
Phonodiscs (Music) 803 Ii-21 discs
Audiotapes 3 b reels
Audiotape Cassettes 3 3 cassettes

Includes originals and printed cards for the full year and OCLC sets produced
from November 17, 1975 through June 17, 1976.

Chinese and Japanese cataloging produced by staff at Oriental Studies
Collection.

Visual Records
Filmstrips (with disc or tape) 1 1
Slides (with disc or tape) 1 1
Pictures, art prints, etc. bT 51

Reinstated 55 58

TOTAL ADDITIONS 35,086 38,727

Reclassified by
Oriental Collection 90 199
Special Collections 160 171
Typing Section 507 578
R & R Team 6,887 8,926

TOTAL RECLASSIFIED 7,6-i-h 9,8Th

WITHDRAWN 2,3b8 2,706

Titles Volumes

New titles
Catalog Department3-

o
29,197 32,387

Original h,627
Printed 7,6h2

Oriental Collection 1,608 2,264



CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Class numbers assigned by LC classes

July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976

General works
Philosophy
Religion
History (auxiliary sciences)
History of Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceanica
America. History of the U. S. (general)
History of the U. S. (local); Latin America
Geography (general, mathematical, astronomical)
Physical geography; oceanography
Anthropogeography; anthropology
Folklore; manners and customs; sports
Economics
Sociology
Political science
Law
Education
Music
Fine Arts
Philology (general); classical philology
Modern Western European languages
Slavic languages
Asian, African, American Indian languages
Literary history
French literature
Italian literature
Spanish literature
Portuguese literature
English literature
American literature
German, Dutch, Scandinavian literatures
Science fiction
Pure sciences
Natural sciences
Medicine
Agriculture
Technology
Military science
Naval science
Library science
Bibliographies

in Special Collections
in Instructional Materials Collection

A 70
B-BJ 788
BL-BX 1111

C 152
D 21L77

E 712
F 961
G-GA 199
GB-GC 77
GF-GN l5
GR-GV 349
H-HJ 2031
HM-HX l215
J 61#5

K 613
L 785
M 1320
N 1242
P-PA 311.It

PB-PH 276
PG 199
PJ-PM 765
PN 547
PQ l-3999 522
PQ 14000-5999 123
PQ 6000-8999 1473

PQ 9000-9999 152
PR 1512
PS 114711.

PT 14146

PZ 2001 702
Q-QE 11481
QN-QE 1062
R 599
S 378
T 11433
U 113
V 314

Z 282
Z 1200- 14714

Others:

Arizona 676
Juvenile 3145

TOTAL 30,3143



i. Cards

Cards made
Loc ally

OCLC
R&R Team (locally)

TOTAL

CATALOG DEPARTMENT
Miscellaneous Statistics

July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976

2914 ,48

53,0140

3147,525

Cards filed in Public Catalog 316,1403

Cards sent to National Union Catalog (local)1 9,175

. Titles cataloged for branches

Instructional Materials Collection 506
Library Science Collection 518
Music Collection 1,14814

Oriental Collection 3,128
Special Collections 3,615

Original titles by language

English 3296
French 351
German 302
Italian 66
Latin 66
Portuguese 75
Slavic
Spanish 275
Other languages 150

TOTAL 4655

Titles for Oriental Collection by language

Arabic 10514

Chinese 909
Hindi 143
Japanese 700
Persian 55
Urdu 209
Other languages 58

TOTAL 3128

1. Does not include cards forwarded to NUC for us by OCLC.



CATALOG DEPARTNT
Miscellaneous Statistics

July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976

e

5. Titles received on PL-b80 program

Middle East

Volumes received 897

Volumes processed for uncataloged collection 681

Volumes recalled for cataloging 329

South Asia

Volumes received 2171

Volumes kept l784

Volumes processed for uncataloged collectior l284

Volumes recalled for cataloging 32

By language Received. Kept
English 1352 1006
Hindi 505
Sanskrit 91 89
Urdu 186 175
Other languages 37 37

2. Includes 591 volumes received from the University of Wisconsin.



CATALOG DEPARTNT
Preparations ii0

July 1, 1915 - June 30, 1976

°Statistics do not include labeling and pocketing of new books or
reclassified books. With the Se-Lin machine in full use, we do
not do as much hand-lettering; therefore the statistics are lower
for many things.

Special projects:
Assisted the Typing Section in the reorganization of the authority
files.

Repairs:
Old books
New books

2,325
928

Miscellaneous:
Pam-binders 4,6242

Signs 112
Cut pages 787
Records, filmstrips, cassettes 55

New books processed:
Government Documents 35

Oriental Collections 2,0011.

Maps 55
Special Collections l»485

Film 2,829

Music:
Folders 605
Pam-binders 537
Hand-lettered 11.09

Records 1,2111.

Special lettering 2,602



CATALOG DEPARTNT
Bindery Section Statistics
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1976

Total

Item Total Bound.

Journals 8,652

Books 1,810

Theses 951

Special Collections 246

Plastic bind 1,2149

Oriental Studies 970

Music 1400

Maps 218

Documents 2148

Budget for the year 120,000.00

Spent 103)465.25

Remainder 16,531.T5



LOAN DEPARTNENT UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY
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SU?NARY

The primary purpose of the Loan Department is to make available to the corn-
rnuñity it serves the circulating collection ja the Library as simply and
conveniently as possible for both the user and the staff. To accomplish this,
our activities involve the housekeeping functions of keeping track of the
location of books within the buildings and the borrowers who take them for
home use.

In pursuit of this purpose, accuracy is a top priority. This year, the Loan
Department has done the keypunching of all borrower application activities,
thus reducing many errors that have led to "lost" borrowers.

To accommodate the needs of summer school graduate students, their loan period
has been extended to the full five weeks each session with recall ability after
one week. Ph. D. candidates actively working on dissertations may keep books
until the end of August.

The issuance of temporary paper badge cards facilitates use of the Library for
borrowers during transition periods when University ID cards are not available.
In line with the University's decision to stop using social security numbers
for identification, special borrower identification numbers are being converted
to those assigned by the Loan Department. Approximately 800 numbers have been
assigned since March.

Thedelete program for the master book file was finally repaired in March.
Keypunchers are working to eliminate that backlog before July 1, 1976. An
on-going project is the treatment of books in preparation for the use of the
Tattle Tape detection system in the new Library. Another current project is
keypunching master book cards for the Oriental Studies circulating collec-
tion in anticipation of the tie-in of that circulation operation to the
Science Library loan function in January, 1977.

The restricted wages budget available this fiscal year resulted in re-evalua-
tion of use of student assistants. No student assistants were used behind the
loan desk in the Main Library before :00 p. m. Shelving priorities were re-
vised. One result was that shelf-reading suffered in both buildings, making it
quite difficult for patrons and staff alike to find materials. This was aggra-
vated by overloaded shelves and limited staff available to shift. The over-
crowding will get worse in the next six months in both buildings but will be
alleviated with the move to the new Library. Much greater wage support will be
needed to maintain decent reshelving, not only in the next six months, but in
the new building with its vastly increased distances to move books.

Meanwhile, the circulation of materials has continued to increase as reflected
in Appendix A, while the number of books circulated in each general classifica-
tion is diagrammed in Appendix B.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Loan Department has more direct contact with Library users than any other
department in the Library system simply because of the nature of its function.
Therefore, the ability of the staff to deal with patrons in a positive, non-
abrasive fashion is of utmost importance. The Loan Department is fortunate to
have a staff that is working cooperatively together now as well as dealing
effectively with the public. The head of the department appreciates the good
efforts of both staff and student assistants. Working with an irate patron
can be quite trying. The overdue and fines clerks in both buildings are to be
highly commended for their fine understanding of the techniques required to
handle these delicate situations with finesse. Supervision of the stacks
personnel and making the best possible use of their time is another difficulat
task, especially with overcrowded shelves and the restricted wages budget
this year. The Main Library stacks supervisor has done an excellent job. The
stacks superviosr in the Science-Humanities Library has learned a lot and
should be a fully experienced person going into the next fiscal year.

Working within the confines of a program that is too simplistic for the so-
phisticated demands of the department's operations, the automated accounting
for circulation activity is nevertheless a workhorse that saves many hours
of manual filing time. Its overdue and billing functions also save several
hours of staff time that would be used calculating and typing bills.

Extended loan periods of one semester for graduate and honor students and six
months for faculty and staff help to meet the needs of these special groups of
Library users. In addition, individual special requests for loan extensions
are granted whenever possible. Other Library patrons value the rule of recall
from those who have been granted extended loans. The date after which a book
may be recalled appears on the daily circulation list which is updated every
2L hours. It also shows books that are checked out to individuals, books in
reference areas, reserve book rooms, bindery, mïssing, etc., a service that
is anpreciated by the patron when he cannot find the books he wants on the
shelf.

The temporary paper badge cards with a short term expiration date are most
convenient for students in spanning the time period before their ID cards are
available. It is forseeable that this same procedure may be used in dealing
with faculty and staff ID card problems.



LIMIT AT IONS

The major limitation of the Loan Department operation is an inadequate batch
process program for handling the sophisticated demands to which the system
should be able to respond. Instant discovery of holds on books as they are
discharged could relieve student assistants of time spent checking each book
against a hold file, a procedure productive for perhaps one book in eighty.
Instant response to a borrower's current eligibility to use the Library would
also reveal mismatches between the number punched in the ID card and the num-
ber on file, thus eliminating the problem of "lost" borrowers and their books.
Tie-in with the registrar's file of current students would eliminate forty
hours a week of keypunching time that are necessary now to process new bor-
rowers, modifications and deletes. The encumbrance program is etreinely rigid,
p ermitting manipulation of the total fine rather than the specific fineLin
question. Thus, %2.00 overdue fines are still visible on the notice even though
a fine adjustment has been made. The resulting poor public relations could be
avoided with a more flexible program. Many hours are spent in tracing back fine
adjustments for patrons. These limitations would be corrected by an on-line
system. The present hardware already has this capability.

Other limitations of the program include an unsatisfactory method for removing
inactive borrowers fritn the master borrowers file, a cumbersome method for
deleting call numbers from the master book file, and an interface problem with
the Accounts Receivable office.

The master borrowers file has at least double the number of entries that would
be required f each student and faculty/staff member were listed on it. This
excessive size , with its related run costs could be cut by two thirds if there
was a satisfactry method of notification to delete from the file. The program
could keep track of the last date the number was used. The, after a set
lapse of time (arbitrarily, one year) those numbers with no activity and no fines
could be deleted from a listing automatically produced by the program.

Deleting from the master flook file requires keypunching a card containing
the call number exactly as it appears on the master book file. A much simpler
method, suggested by our keypunch supervisor, is to insert a delete flag in
an unused column f the already existing master book card. This would elimi-
nate unnecessary duplication, with the accompanying chance of error, of
approximately 90o/o of the current delete process.

Student ID cards containing 6 digit matric numbers are preceded by 000 because
of the system's requirement for a 10 digit number. Thus, the 000 appears on
the master borrowers file and on encumbrance cards. Although the Accounts
Receivable office supposedly changed their program to accomodate the situation,
all 000 cards are still kicked out arid returned to the Library for verification.
Then they are returned to Accounts Receivable and "forced" through the program.
With the advent this fall of 6 digit numbers for faculty/staff as well as
students, this will become an impossible situation. ihe problem must be
corrected.

Requests for cost estimates for these three program changes have been sent
t, Mr. Robert Myils at the computer center.



FuTURE PLANS

The present head of the Loan Department is vacating the position. July 1, 1976.
Therefore, any future plans listed here may be presumptuous. Nevertheless,
a confirmed change is documented and some suggestions for the future are noted.

With the mive to the new library in December, the function of keypunching
mastér book cards will move to its proper place in the technical processing
work flow as an adjunct of the preparations section in the Catalog Department.
One IBM keypunch, the keypuncher and 30 hours a week of wages support will
move with the function. The incoming head of the Loan Department and I
strongly urge that funding be provided the program changes suggested in the
preceding section when the cost estimates are returned.

The keyboards on the tape drives can directly transmit data to tape. It is
suggested that these be used instead of the keypunch machine as input stations
for processing all card inputs that usually go into the general file with the
exception of master book card adds and deletes. Mohawk Data Systems personnel
can demonstrate procedures and provide a manual. This would eliminate period-
iccard to tape problems, make fuller use of expensive equipment, and relieve
congestion on the keypunch.

The computer Center plans to have completed a master naine and address file for
the entire University community by the fall semester, 1977. I have been told
that the Library's special borrowers can be input to this file. As a matter
of interest, it may become necessary for such borrowers to obtain an assigned
number from the University. Former students may be reassigned their old
matriculation numbex'. 't is recommended that the Loan Department tie into
this list on-line as early as possible, thus eliminating most of the key-
punching from borrower applications.

Just recently, I learned that after the master naine and address file is
created, the Computer Center will be looking for places on campus interested in
tyinc? in on-line to a system that uses, or is compatible with, their equipment.
The possibilities should be thToughly investigated.



Building Use

APPENDIX A

* 21i3O00 of this count reflects the charging of
reference collections in January, 1975

** Includes Science Government Documents

Use of Nain and Science-Humanities by Borrower type

books to

Circulation Statistics 19714/75 1975/76

Home Use

Nain and Science-Humanities
Loan Desk (automated system) 360,838* 3314,082

Main Loan Desk (manual system 3,512 3,8314
Science-Humanities (manual system)'** 9,593 8,123

Subtotal 373,9143 3146,039

Instructional Materials Collection 39,14114 36,670
Library Science Collection 6,3614 8,611
Map Collection 14,733 5,9114
Music Collection 31,201 33,9142
Oriental Studies Collection 3,888 3,831

Total )49 5143 1436,007

Main Library Reserve 88,036 90,14313
Science-Hwnahities Library Reserve 514,1214 58 14 514
Instructional Materials Collection 29l13S 33,388
Library Science Collection 5,068 10,802
Map Collection 214,1431 18,917
Music Collection 51,789 145,522
Special Collections 8 850 9)156

Subtotal 26113143 266,673

Circulation Total 720,986 68o

Special Borrower 23,761
Undergraduate 138,778
Graduate 91,772
Faculty/staff ¿414,912
Interlibrary 314,9149
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1. SU11MARY. i

The following is a summary of the activities of the Department aside
from the usual workload involving the acquisition, cataloging, and
prOcessing of new serial and periodical titles and backruns and the
associated record keeping.

Although a centralized current serials records (revo) file was estab-
lished in the previous year, it still needed considerable revision.
This required eliminating unnecessary information and the reconstruction
of claiming and routing procedures. This was accomplished to provide
greater efficiency in manipulating the serials records file. Consequently,
an analysis of serials records was made on the basis of type of publi-
cation and type of standing order, i.e., paid or gift. Still lacking
a comprehensive serials list, this provided further evidence of the
strength of the collection.

Policies relating Serials acquisitions activities to the Acquisitions de-
partment were firmly established this past year. The Serials Department
now has full responsibility for the implementation and record keeping of
all standing orders with the exception of most terminal sets and, of course,
blanket order approval plans for monographs. This has streamlined the
mechanics for serials acquisitions.

In the process of developing the serials collection, continued effort
has been made to identify and fill in areas which are weak in support of
University activities and to weed out unnecessary and/or duplicating
materials. Intensified assistance of the Serials Committee has greatly
helped this effort.

Concurrently with the routine reclassification and cataloging workload
(relocations,entry changes, cessations, etc.) reclassification of the
016's in Central Reference and in Social Sciences Reference was completed
as special projects.

To take advantage of OCLC capabilities, routine procedures for biblio-
graphic checking, and for cataloging monographic serials were revised
and implemented.



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS. 2

This Serials Department, unlike some, having total responsibility for
"busting the indefatigable bronco" of serials acquisition, cataloging,
and record keeping, is a microcosm of all library technical services
activities. This requires a staff flexability and expertise perhaps
not necessary in the more specialised departments. This is particularly
true in a year of radical procedural changes and concepts brought about
by the introduction of computerized data processîng and the anticipation
of the major library move. In addition these qualities were best demon-
strated by the fact that for ten months of the year, the Department had
a vacancy of one major professional position: the Department Head. The
staff has consistently proven this flexibility and expertise by its
conduct and productivity during this year, including its ability to
accoiniiodate considerable outside coimiittee work, and its response to
public service demands.



3. MAJOR LflVIITATIONS 3

Additional staff and/or some automation of procedures is needed by the
department to restructure the following limitations:

The claiming cycle is still too slow to communicate claims within many
publisher's time limits, even though these procedures have improved
considerably during the past year.

The department is unable, at present, to keep as current as it would
like with the maintenance of the serials collection. That is, re-
cataloging and reclassification projects (including over 2000 currently
published serial titles still in Dewey classification) changes in
titles and cessations, relocations, withdrawals, and the processing of
the usual large amount of welcome gift material.

Perhaps a major limitation of the department is the fact that its
serials records procedures are still fully manual and therefore re-
quire a large proportion of the department's man-hours.



4. FUTURE PLANS 4

With the future advent of a new Department Head, it nright be reckless
to state or imply what specific directions the department will take
in any of its functions. Certainly future plans would include some
automation of procedures to release staff for more creative tasks to
overcome the department's present limitations. One by product might
be the long desired comprehensive book catalog of the library's serials
holdings.



LIST OF NOTABLE BAC'ILE ACCESSIONS

1975-1976

Academie royale d'archeologie de Belgique. Revi.e belge d'archeologie
at d'histoire de l'art. y. l-28

African Language Review. y. l-7

African studies review. 1958-1964

African World. 1905-1930. y. 10-112

Akademie der Wissenschaften, G3ttingen. Abhandlungen. y. 1-40, 1838-1895

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Göttingen. Mathematisch-Physikalische Klasse.
Abhandlange. n. s. y. 1-16, 1897-1931

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Göttingen. Philologisch-Historische Klasse.
Abhandlungen. Series 3: y. l-19, 1932-1936

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Göttingen. Commentationes. v l-16, 1778-1808

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Göttingen. Nachrichten. 1845-1893

Akademiia nauk SSSR. Fizicheskii Institut. Porceedings (Trudy) of the
P.N. Lebedev Physics Institute. y. 21, 32, 34, 55, 57, 61

Akademiia nauk SSSR. Matematicheskii institut imeni V.A. Steklova. Pro-

ceedings of the Steklov Institute of Mathematics. no. 87, 90, 100, 101,
107, l

al-Ahrain. microfilm 1940-Sept. 1974

al-Muqtatar. 1876-1952, 71 reels microfilm

American Oriental Society. Journal. y. 1-55

American Schools of Oriental Research. Bulletin, no. 1-196, 1919-1969

Annee Psychologique. y. lO, 19, 23, 25, 30, 33, 34

Annuals of Iowa. y. 2-15; 16, no.1 & 6 only; 17-36; 42-43

Apollo; the magazine of the arts. y. l-20

Archives of microbiology. y. l-13

Arts Asiatiqus. y. l-8

Astrophysics and space science. y. 1-28, 1968-1973.

Bibliographia musicologica. y. 2-5

Biological bulletin, y. 1-42 only microfilm

British Academy, London. Proceedings. y. 1-43, 46-47

Brussels. Conservatoire royal de musique. Musae instrumental. Bulletin.



2

The bulletin of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. y. 1-6, 9 index

Cahiers du Cinema, no. 1-197; partly reprint, 1951-1968

Camden Society, London. Publications. y. 51-56, 58-62, 64-93, 95-96,
98-104

CIS five-year cumulative index, 1970-1974. five-year cirrnulative index,
1970-74

Der Islam. v.45-51

Die Sprache: Zeitschrift fur Sprachwissenschaft. y. l-20

El Grito del Norte. y. l-G, no.6 (1967-1973)

Environment. y. l-15 35mm microfilm

Environmental Law Institute. Enviornmental Law Reporter. 1971-74

Enzymologia. y. l-10

Etude: the music magazine. 1883-1925 35mm microfilm

Farhang-i Iran-zainin. y. l-17 Microfiche ed. item no. 544-176

Festkoerperproblema; advancs in solid state physics. y. 1-9

France. Centre National dala Recherche Scientifique. Revue de l'art.
1968-1974

Punktsiona1nyi analiz i ego prilonheniin. 1967, no. 1-3; 1968, no. l-4;
1972, no. 1-3; 1971, no. l-2

Global architecture. y. l-32

Handbuch der Musikalischen Literatur. 1815-97 (4 x 6 fiche)

Harvard University. William Hayes Fogg Art Museum. Technical Studies in the
field of Fine Arts. 1932-1942. 10 vols. 1932-1942

Indice general de publicaciones periodicas latino-americanas: humanidades
y ciencias sociales. Index to Latin American periodicals. 1971-74

Indogermanische Forschungen. 1960-74

Interpretation; a journal of political philosophy. 1970-1975

Jahrbuch der Musikbibliothek Peters. y. l-47, 1894-1941



Jewish Historical Society of England. Transactions. ii, l-14

Johns Hopkins University. Studies in historical and political science.
37 nos.

Journal of Human Relations. y. 1-13

Journal of International Affairs. y. l-15

Just's botanischer Jahresbericht. y. 1-40, pt. 1, 1873-1912

Kieler Studien Zur Deutschen Literatur-Geschichte. y. 1, 3-12

Kokslos. y. 4, 5, 9, 10/11, 12, 13, 14/15, 16

Ladder. y. 1-9

L'architecture vivante. 21 issues, all published 1932-33

L'arte. 1898-1963 reels l-21

La Opinion. Diario independiente de la manans. no. l-1060 Mayo 4 de 1971/30
de noviembre de 1974

La Plata. Universidad Nacional. Departamento de Historia. Trabajos y
comunicaciones. 20 vols.

La contrat social; revue historiq.ue des faits et des idees. y. 1-12, 1957-1968

Les arts. 1902-1920

Literature. 9 vols., 1897-1902

London. University. School o± Oriental and African Studies. Bulletin.
y. 10-13

Lugat-nams. (Dihhuda, Ali Akbar) fasc. 192

Massachusetts Historical Society. Boston Collections. Series I. y. l-10, 1792-18
Series II. y. 1-10,18l4-18
Series IV. y. 8, 1896

Mattachirie Review. y. 1-5

Merkur. y. 1-22, 1947-1968

National Sculpture Review. y. 1-17

NATO Advanced Studies Institute series. Series E: Applied sciences.
y. 2, 4-20, 12-13



Novyi mir. 1925-1929

Nuova Antologia. y. 25-104

Orientalische Literaturzeitung... y. 1-65 lg98-l97o; without vols. 52,
54, 55, and 58.

Oud Holland. Years l-25

Palaeontographicai society-, London (Publication) y. li-23, 25-66

Palaeontographica. y. 74, 76, 77; Abt. A: Vols 93, 97, 98, 109; Abt. B:
Vols. 87-93, 96, 97, 99, 102

Palaontologische Zeitschrift. ir. 2-9, 19-21, 22-30

Pan American Institute of Geography and History. Publications, nos. 316-318,
320-321, 323, 325-328, 331-334, 336-337, 348(v.1-3) 352-355, 357-359, and
365

Pennsylvania Magazine of History & Biography. y. 30-67 (1906-1943)

Pesticide Science. 1970-74

Pharmacy in history. ir. l-14

Philosophia naturalis. y. 1-10, 1950-1968

Philosophical magazine. Series: 1, y. 35-42(1810-13) ir. 44-68(1814-26)
Series: 2, y. 4-11(1829-32)
Series: 3, y. 20-27(1842-45)
Series: 4, y. 7-12(1854-56) 32-36(1866-67) 48-49(1974-75)

Philosophische Rundschau. y. 1-15

Phonetische Studien. Zeitschrift fur, Wissenschaftliche und praktische
Phonetik. ir. l-6, with index

Progress in experimental tumor research. ir. 4-19, index 1-19

Psychologie Francaise. y. 1-18, 1956-1973

Rencontre de Moriond. Proceedings. no. 1-7, 10-15

Revista Chileana. 1875-1880

Revue Henri IV. ir. 1-3, no. 5, in 3 vols. 1908-1912

Rivista italiana di geofisica. y. l-18, 20, n. s. y. 1-3

Royal Historical Society-, London. Transactions. Series 1: ir. l-10
Series 2: y. l-20
Series 3: y. l-Il
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Royal Society of London. Proceedings. Series: A, y. 76-85 (1905-11?)
Series: B, y. 76-100 (1905-26)

Schopenhauer-Gesellschaft. Jahrbuch. 28 vols. 1912-1941

Science citation Index. 1965-1969 cumulation and 1970-1974 cumulation

Smith College Studies in Social Work. y. l-18

Social sciences citation index. 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972

Soviet journal of quantum electronics. y. 2-4

Studia Islamica. y. l-36

Studia Orientalia. no. 36 and 27:1

Synthese library, no. 61-62; 64-70; 74-77; 79-80, 84 and 86

Theory and Decision Library. y. 5-li

U. S. Bureau of Mines. Collection, 1910-1969 on fiche, pt. f: all other
publications, part f

U. S. Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Annual reports. 1824-1949

U. S. Government Printing Office. Superintendent of Documents. Monthly
catalog of U. S. Government publications. 1936-38, 1940

United States Public Documents. 1789-1975

United States Treaties and Other International Agreements. 1776-1950

The Use of English. 1949-1973

Utrecht micropaleotoiogical bulletins, no. l-9 and 11-13

Waliraf-Richartz Jahrbuch; westdautsches Jahrbuch fur Kunstgeschichte.
y. 9, U, 14-19, 1952-58; 20-22 and 28-34

Washington Star. 1852-1903
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SERIALS DEPARTMENT

Annual statistics 1975/76

Titles Volumes

*Of these 138 were title changes

New titles cataloged
Printed cards
Original cataloging 2,575

*3,0214 9,208

Additions
Continuations (Bound) 2,020 3,320
Continuations (Unbound) 3,977 7,807
Added copies (Bound) 92 295
dded copies (Unbound) 614 110

Microfilm reels added 5114 1,712

37,859

New periodical titles 579
Other new serial titles 670

Reclassified
Periodicals 163 5,751
Serials 213 2,312

TOTAL 376 8,063

Periodicals and serials that have ceased
publication 3142

Units of other microform added 22 720

Bound volumes of periodicals added 14,3148 5,912

TOTAL 114,061 29,0814

Cards added
Printed cards 27,115
Original cata- l0,7)44



SERIALS DEPARTIViENT

Revofile statistics 1975/76

Periodicals added:
June 30, 1975 10,327

1975/76 431

June 30, 1976 10,758

Serials added:
June 30, 1975 10,098

1975/76 350
June 30, 1976 10,448

Total: Periodicals & Serials 21,206

Dead titles removed from Revos 352

Live titles removed from Revos 236

TOTAL for 1975/76 21,399

Paid periodical subscriptions added 228

Paid serial subscriptions added 190

Periodical gift subscriptions added 203

Serial gift publications added 160

Replacement issues ordered 1,199
(Jan. -Aug . )



SERIALS DEPARTMENT

1975/76 LC STATISTICS

(Shows proportion of titles falling in each class)

A 106

B 34

C 10

D 91

E 23

F 34

G 70

H 275

J 38

K 37

L 76

36

N 39

P 129

Q, 199

R 64

S 69

T 159

U 5

4

Z 539

TOTAL 2037


